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HILBERT SCHEMES AND y-IFICATION OF KHOVANOV-ROZANSKY
HOMOLOGY
EUGENE GORSKY AND MATTHEW HOGANCAMP
Abstract. We define a deformation of the triply graded Khovanov-Rozansky homology of
a link L depending on a choice of parameters yc for each component of L, which satisfies
link-splitting properties similar to the Batson-Seed invariant. Keeping the yc as formal
variables yields a link homology valued in triply graded modules over Q[xc, yc]c∈pi0(L). We
conjecture that this invariant restores the missing Q↔ TQ−1 symmetry of the triply graded
Khovanov-Rozansky homology, and in addition satisfies a number of predictions coming
from a conjectural connection with Hilbert schemes of points in the plane. We compute this
invariant for all positive powers of the full twist and match it to the family of ideals appearing
in Haiman’s description of the isospectral Hilbert scheme.
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1. Introduction
Recent conjectures of the first author, Negut, and Rasmussen [GNR], and of Oblomkov-
Rozansky [ORc; ORa; ORb] relate the Khovanov-Rozansky homology of links to the algebraic
geometry of the Hilbert scheme of points on the plane. To each n-strand braid β these
conjectures associate a complex of coherent sheaves Fβ on the Hilbert scheme Hilbn(C2)
whose cohomology recovers the Khovanov-Rozansky homology of the link L = βˆ obtained by
closing β.
In this paper, we make a first step towards the proof of this conjectures. Following the
ideas in [GNR], we construct a complex of quasicoherent sheaves on the Hilbert scheme for
each braid, and compute it explicitly for torus links T (n, kn) for all n, k > 0. We expect
them to be coherent, but do not prove it here. We postpone the detailed discussion of this
construction until §1.4, but first point out a major obstacle that one needs to overcome.
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First, note that if L ⊂ R3 is an oriented link then Khovanov-Rozansky homology of L
is a triply graded module over Q[xc]c∈pi0(L), where pi0(L) denotes the set of components of
L. If L is presented as the closure of an n-strand braid β then this action is inherited from
an action of Q[x1, . . . , xn]. To match this structure on the Hilbert scheme side, we remark
that the sheaves predicted by the conjectures in [GNR; ORc; ORa; ORb] are supported on
the scheme Hilbn(C2,C) of points on the x-axis C ∼= {y = 0}. Then the Hilbert-Chow map
Hilbn(C2,C)→ Symn(C× {0}) endows the cohomology of every sheaf on Hilbn(C2,C) with
the structure of a module over symmetric functions in n variables x1, . . . , xn. It is expected
that the cohomologies agree not only as vector spaces, but as modules over polynomial rings
(see §1.4 for more).
From the viewpoint of algebraic geometry, many sheaves on Hilbn(C2,C) naturally arise
by restricting sheaves on the full Hilbert scheme Hilbn(C2). The following question naturally
arises: is there a deformation of Khovanov-Rozansky link homology, taking values in triply
graded modules over Q[xc, yc]c∈pi0(L), which corresponds to sheaves on the full Hilbert scheme
Hilbn(C2)? The purpose of this paper is to construct precisely such a link homology theory
and show that it indeed has a strong relationship with Hilbert schemes.
Let L ⊂ R3 be an oriented link, presented as the closure of an n-strand braid β. Let
CKR(β) denote the complex which computes the Khovanov-Rozansky homology of L = βˆ, as
constructed for instance in [Kho07]. In §3 (see also §1.2 of the introduction) we construct an
explicit complex of the form
CY(β) = CKR(β)⊗Q Q[yc]c∈pi0(L), dCY(β) = dCKR ⊗ 1 +
∑
c
hc ⊗ yc,
and prove the following.
Theorem 1.1. The homology HY(β) of CY(β) depends only on the link L = βˆ up to isomor-
phism and overall shift of Q[xc, yc]c∈pi0(L)-modules.
We refer to HY(β) as y-ified Khovanov-Rozansky homology; it is triply graded and if β,
β′ represent the same link then HY(β) ∼= HY(β′) up to overall shift which can be fixed by
an appropriate normalization (§1.6). We will henceforth write HY(L) for HY(β). Setting the
yc = 0 before taking homology recovers Khovanov-Rozansky homology, and specializing yc to
some other scalars gives a family of homology theories HY(L,Qν), parametrized by points
ν ∈ Qpi0(L), with link splitting properties similar to the Batson-Seed invariant (§1.1 and §1.5).
We are able to compute the y-ified homology for several families of links and compare with
predictions coming from Hilbert schemes. Our next main theorem is the first result of its
kind, giving a direct link between Soergel bimodules and Hilbert schemes.
Definition 1.2. Let x = (x1, . . . , xn), y = (y1, . . . , yn), θ = (θ1, . . . , θn) denote sets of formal
variables, with tridegrees deg(xi) = (2, 0, 0), deg(yi) = (−2, 0, 2), and deg(θi) = (2,−1, 0).
The θi are regarded as odd variables, and we let Q[x,y,θ] denote the super polynomial ring
Q[x,y]⊗Q Λ[θ].
Let Jn ⊂ Q[x,y,θ] denote the ideal generated by the anti-symmetric polynomials with
respect to the Sn-action which simultaneously permutes all three sets of variables.
Remark 1.3. The three gradings are referred to as the Soergel bimodule grading degQ, the
Hochschild degree degA, and the homological degree degT .
Remark 1.4. The super-polynomial ring Q[x,y,θ] is the y-ified homology of the n-component
unlink, and the y-ified homology of every n-component link is naturally a triply graded
Q[x,y,θ]-module.
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Theorem 1.5. The y-ified homology of the torus link T (n, nk) is isomorphic to the ideal J kn ⊂
Q[x,y,θ] as triply graded Q[Sn] nQ[x,y,θ]-modules, for all n, k ≥ 0. These isomorphisms
are compatible with the multiplication maps
HY(T (n, nk))⊗HY(T (n, nl))→ HY(T (n, nk + nl)).
Let us explain the statement a bit more. The T (n, nk) torus link is the closure of FTkn,
where FTn = (σ1 · · ·σn−1)n denotes the full twist braid, expressed here in terms of the usual
braid generators σi. The full-twist is central in group, hence the homology HY(FT
k
n) admits
an action of the braid group, given by conjugation (§6.2). The above asserts that this action
factors through the symmetric group. The algebra structure on
⊕
k≥0 HY(FT
k
n) is defined via
a general construction which we recall in §1.3.
We have the following important corollary for the usual Khovanov-Rozansky homology.
Corollary 1.6. The Khovanov-Rozansky homology of T (n, nk) is isomorphic to the quotient
J kn /(y)J kn , as triply graded Q[Sn] nQ[x,θ]-modules, for all n, k ≥ 0. These isomorphisms
are compatible with the multiplication maps
HKR(T (n, nk))⊗HKR(T (n, nl))→ HKR(T (n, nk + nl)).
Remark 1.7. Earlier work of the second author and Ben Elias [EH; Hoga] computes the
homology HKR(T (n, nk)) as a triply graded vector space, for all n, k ≥ 0. In particular these
computations imply that the homology is supported only in even homological degrees. This
fact is crucial in our proof of Theorem 1.5.
Remark 1.8. Let Jn denote the degA = 0 component of Jn. In other words Jn ⊂ Q[x,y]
is the ideal spanned by the antisymmetric polynomials. Our proof of Theorem 1.5 relies on
some deep results of Haiman, particularly that Jkn is free as a Q[y]-module and equals the
intersection
Jkn =
⋂
i 6=j
(xi − xj , yi − yj)k ⊂ Q[x,y].
These ideals are intimately related to Hilbert schemes by work of Haiman [Hai01]. See §1.4.
Let us also mention another major motivation for this work. The Poincare´ series PL(Q,A, T )
of Khovanov-Rozansky homology HKR(L) is conjecturally unchanged by the swapping Q ↔
TQ−1 and fixing AQ−2. This symmetry would categorify the well known Q ↔ −Q−1 sym-
metry of the HOMFLY-PT polynomial. This symmetry cannot be realized on the level of
homology, since the Q[xc]-module structure on HKR(L) breaks the symmetry between Q
2 and
T 2Q−2. We originally sought to construct the y-ified homology in order to restore this miss-
ing symmetry. We do not prove any results in this direction, but all available computations
suggest the following.
Conjecture 1.9. The triply graded homology HY(L) is unchanged up to isomorphism by the
regrading according to
i(1, 0, 0) + j(−2, 1, 0) + k(−1, 0, 1) ↔ k(1, 0, 0) + j(−2, 1, 0) + i(−1, 0, 1).
Further, this symmetry exchanges the xi and yi actions, and is equivariant with respect to the
θi action for all i.
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1.1. Link splitting properties. Let L = βˆ be an oriented link, presented as the closure of
β ∈ Brn, with labelled components L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪Lr. For each ν ∈ Qr, let HY(β,Qν) be the
homology of Q⊗Q[y1,...,yr] CY(β), in which we have specialized the yi to scalars yi = νi ∈ Q.
We also write HY(L;Qν) = HY(β,Qν). Then
HKR(L) ∼= HY(L;Q0).
Thus, we may think of HY(L) as a family of link homology theories parametrized by y1, . . . , yr.
For ν 6= 0, specialization of the yi variables collapses the trigrading on HY(L,Qν) to a
bigrading, via (degA, degQ + degT ), and the degQ grading on CY(L) induces a filtration on
HY(L,Qν) (see §3.3 for details).
The existence of CY(L) implies the existence of certain interesting homological operations
in HKR(L). In particular, we prove the following.
Proposition 1.10. Let d = d0 +
∑
i hiyi denote the differential on CY(L). Then hi yields
a well-defined operator on HKR(L) of degree (2, 0,−1) which corresponds to “monodromy” of
the operator xc around the component c.
Similar such monodromy maps appear in other contexts in the work of Batson-Seed [BS15],
Sarkar [Sar15], and others [Zem; BLS17]. The monodromy maps arise as the differentials in
the E2 page of a spectral sequence abutting to HY(L;Qν) for ν 6= 0.
Theorem 1.11. For each r-component link L and each ν ∈ Qr there exists a spectral sequence
with E2 page HKR(L) and E∞ page the associated graded of HY(L;Qν) with respect to the
degQ filtration.
The Batson-Seed link-splitting phenomenon has a counterpart in our setting as well.
Theorem 1.12. Let L be written in terms of its components L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lr. If νi 6= ν1
for all i 6= 1, then
(1.1) HY(L;Qν) ∼= HY(L1)⊗Q HY(L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ln)
as bigraded vector spaces.
We remark that the right-hand side of (1.1) is the y-ified homology of link in which the
component L1 has been “unlinked” from the remaining components. In particular if all νi are
distinct, then HY(L,Qν) is isomorphic to HY(split(L),Qν), where split(L) is the split union
of the components of L. As a consequence, we obtain the following corollary which is a direct
generalization of the Batson-Seed spectral sequence in Khovanov homology [BS15].
Corollary 1.13. There is a spectral sequence with E2 page isomorphic to HKR(L) and E∞
page isomorphic to (the degQ-associated graded of) HKR(split(L)). This spectral sequence
preserves the (degA,degQ + degT ) bigrading.
As mentioned above, we have HY(L;Qν) ∼= HY(split(L);Qν) for almost all ν. In fact
more is true: there exists a map CY(L)→ CY(split(L)) at the chain level which becomes an
equivalence after specialization to ν.
Theorem 1.14. Suppose that a link L can be transformed to a link L′ by a sequence of
crossing changes between different components. Then there is a homogeneous “link splitting
map” Ψ : HY(L)→ HY(L′) which preserves the Q[x,y,θ]–module structure. If, in addition,
HY(L) is free as a Q[y]-module then Ψ is injective. If the crossing changes only involve
components i and j, then the link splitting map becomes a homotopy equivalence after inverting
yi − yj, where i and j are the components involved.
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Remark 1.15. The map Ψ depends on the sequence of crossing changes; for instance switching
a crossing then switching back corresponds to multiplication by yi− yj . In general, switching
a crossing from positive to negative has degree (0, 0, 0), while switching from negative to
positive has degree (−2, 0, 2).
The condition that HY(L) is free over Q[y] is surprisingly common.
Definition 1.16. A link will be called parity if HKR(L) is supported only if even homological
degrees (or odd homological degrees).
For example, recent computations of Ben Elias, the second author, and Anton Mellit [EH;
Hoga; Mel] show that all positive torus links are parity.
Theorem 1.17. If an r-component link L is parity then HY(L) ∼= HKR(L) ⊗Q Q[y] is a
free Q[y]-module. Consequently any link splitting map identifies HY(L) with a Q[x,y,θ]-
submodule of HY(split(L)).
Remark 1.18. The above implies that if an r-component link L is parity then the Poincare´
series of HY(L) and HKR(L) agree up to a factor (1− t)r, where t = T 2Q−2.
As a special case, we see immediately that HY(T (n, nk)) is isomorphic to an ideal in
Q[x,y,θ], since it is parity and the split(L) is the n-component unlink in this case. More
generally, we have the following.
Corollary 1.19. Suppose that β is a pure braid on n strands such that the braid closure
L := βˆ is parity, and let L′ denote the n-component unlink. Then the map Ψ : HY(L) →
HY(L′) = Q[x,y,θ] is injective, so HY(L) is isomorphic to a certain ideal in Q[x,y,θ].
This corollary allows one to give a more concrete description of HY(L) (and, as a conse-
quence, of HKR(L)) for many interesting braids. In addition to Theorem 1.5 on the homologies
of FTkn, we also prove the following.
Proposition 1.20. Let Ln = σn−1 · · ·σ2σ21σ2 · · ·σn−1 denote the Jucys-Murphy braid. Then
the link splitting morphism Ψ identifies HY(Ln) with an intersection of ideals:
HY(Ln) ∼=
n−1⋂
i=1
(xi − xn, yi − yn, θi − θn) ⊂ Q[x,y,θ].
1.2. Description of the homology. In this section we give an elementary description of
our homology theory. Let L ⊂ R3 be an oriented link, and choose a braid representative
β ∈ Brn for L. Let R = Q[x1, . . . , xn], and recall that a Soergel bimodule B ∈ SBimn is,
in particular, a graded (R,R)-bimodule. Let F (β) ∈ Kb(SBimn) be the Rouquier complex
(§2.1) associated to β, and let CKR(β) := HH(F (β)) be the complex obtained by applying
the Hochschild cohomology functor to the terms of F (β). Then the homology of HH(F (β)) is
isomorphic to the Khovanov-Rozansky homology of L by [Kho07]. Next we discuss in these
terms how to construct the y-ified homology.
Let D be the link diagram determined by β, and let V ⊂ D be the set of crossings, i.e. 4-
valent vertices. For each point p ∈ D away from the crossings, we have an endomorphism
xp : HH(F (β)) → HH(F (β))(2) corresponding to “multiplication by x at p.” To be more
precise, let us factor β as β ∼= β′ · 1n · β′′, where 1n denotes the trivial braid, and p lies
on the i-th strand of 1n. Then xp corresponds to IdF (β′)⊗xi ⊗ IdF (β′′) with respect to the
isomorphism
F (β) ∼= F (β′)⊗R R⊗R F (β′′),
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where R = F (1n) is the trivial Soergel bimodule. If p, q are points on D which are on the
same component of D r V , then xp = xq. If p and q are on the same link component,
then xp ' xq. For each pair p, q of points which are separated by a single crossing, we let
hp,q ∈ End2,−1(F (β)) denote a chosen homotopy, satisfying
d ◦ hp,q + hp,q ◦ d = xp − xq.
Let pi0(L) be the set of components of L, and choose c ∈ pi0(L). Choose a sequence p1, . . . , pr
of points on c, away from the crossings, such that pi and pi−1 are separated by exactly one
crossing for all i (indices read modulo r), and set
(1.2) hc :=
r∑
i=1
hpi,pi−1 .
Then [d, hc] is a finite telescoping sum, hence zero. The homotopies hp,q can all be chosen so
that h2p,q = 0, and distinct homotopies anti-commute with one another. Thus, the following
defines the chain complex
CY(β) := HH(F (β))⊗Q Q[yc]c∈pi0(L), dCY(β) = d⊗ 1 +
∑
c∈pi0(L)
hc ⊗ yc
as discussed earlier in the introduction.
Now we discuss gradings. We want to put a Z×Z×Z grading on CY so that the differential
is homogeneous of tridegree (0, 0, 1). Observe that the Hochschild cohomology HH(B) =
ExtR⊗QR(R,B) of a Soergel bimodule is a bigraded vector space. If C is a complex of Soergel
bimodules, then applying HH term-by-term gives a complex
HH(C) = · · · HH(dC)- HH(Ck) HH(dC)- HH(Ck+1) HH(dC)- · · ·.
We regard HH(C) as being a triply graded chain complex, where the term in tridegree (i, j, k)
is HHi,j(Ck). An element c ∈ HHi,j(Ck) will be said to have bimodule degree (or quantum
degree) degQ(c) = i, Hochschild degree degA(c) = j, and homological degree degT (c) = k.
The endomorphism xp has degree (2, 0, 0), hence the homotopies hp,q have degree (2, 0,−1)
when regarded as homogeneous linear endomorphisms of HH(C). In order for each summand
hc ⊗ yc of the differential of CY(F (β)) to be homogeneous of degree (0, 0, 1) we must declare
that the yi have degree (−2, 0, 2). Extending multiplicatively, we regard Q[yc]c∈pi0(L) as a
triply graded algebra. This yields the desired grading on CY(β).
1.3. A local picture for our homology. We now give a more category-theoretic picture for
our homology, which is necessary for defining our homology at the level of braids, much like
Khovanov-Rozansky homology. In §2.5 we define a category Y(SBimn) of y-ified complexes of
Soergel bimodules. This category is monoidal and triangulated. An object of Y(SBimn) is a
triple (C,w,∆) such that C ∈ Kb(SBimn) is a finite complex of Soergel bimodules, w ∈ Sn is
a permutation, and ∆ is a degree (0, 0, 1) R⊗QR⊗QQ[y]-linear endomorphism of C⊗QQ[y]
such that
∆2 =
∑
i
(xw(i) ⊗ 1− 1⊗ xi)⊗ yi.
Here the action of xi ⊗ 1 and 1⊗ xi uses the bimodule structure on C. Since ∆2 is nonzero,
a y-ification is a particular kind of matrix factorization or curved complex.
Remark 1.21. The category Y(SBimn) splits into blocks according to the permutation w, and
there are no nonzero morphisms relating objects in different blocks.
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There is a triangulated, monoidal forgetful functor Y(SBimn)→ Kb(SBimn) sending (C,w,∆) 7→
C, and we say that (C,w,∆) is a y-ification of C . In §2 we prove that Rouquier complexes
F (β) admit unique y-ifications FY(β) up to canonical equivalence. Then, in §3 we define the
homology HY of a y-ification and show that HY(β) := HY(FY(β)) is an invariant of the braid
closure (Theorem 1.1).
It is sometimes useful to view HY as a representable functor. To do this, we first embed
SBimn into the bounded derived category Dn := Db(R-gbimod) of graded R-bimodules. The
category Dn is monoidal, and carries grading shift functors of the form (i, j), where (1, 0) is
the shift of graded bimodules, and (0, 1) is the homological shift. Let SBimExtn ⊂ Dn denote
the full subcategory on the objects B(i, j) where B ∈ SBimn. Then the usual Khovanov-
Rozansky homology can be described succinctly as follows: the Rouquier complex can be
viewed as living in Kb(SBimExtn ). This category carries grading shift functors of the form
(i, j)[k] where (i, j) is inherited from Dn and [k] is the homological shift in Kb(· · · ) (not to be
confused with the homological shift in Dn!). Then
HKR(βˆ) ∼= HomZ×Z×ZK(SBimExtn )(1, F (β)) :=
⊕
i,j,k∈Z
HomK(SBimExtn )(1, F (β)(i, j)[k]).
For the y-ified homology we can say something similar. The y-ified Rouquier complexes
can be thought of as living in the triangulated monoidal category Y(SBimExtn ) of y-ifications
in SBimExtn . This category again carries grading shift functors of the form (i, j)[k]. If β is a
pure braid then
HY(βˆ) ∼= HomZ×Z×ZY(SBimExtn )(1,FY(β)).
If β is not a pure braid then one must replace 1 by an appropriate representing object 1w,
where w ∈ Sn is the permutation represented by β (§3.4).
With this description, we can now understand the algebra structure on
⊕
k≥0 HY(FT
k
n) as
inherited from the tensor product of morphisms in 1→ FY(FTkn).
1.4. Connection to Hilbert schemes of points in the plane. Next, we would like to
explain the relation between Theorem 1.5 and the conjectures of [GNR; ORc; ORa; ORb].
Let Hilbn(C2) denote the Hilbert scheme of n points on the plane. It has a natural projection
(Hilbert-Chow map) to the symmetric product SymnC2. The isospectral Hilbert scheme Xn
is defined [Hai01] as the reduced fibered product of Hilbn(C2) and (C2)n over SymnC2. Let
Jn ⊂ Q[x,y] denote the ideal generated by the anti-symmetric polynomials with respect to
the diagonal Sn action. Define the graded algebra:
A =
⊕
k≥0
Jkn .
Theorem of Haiman (see §7) states that Proj(A⊗Q C) = Xn.
According to Theorem 1.5, the degA = 0 component HY
0(FTkn) ⊂ HY(FTkn) is isomorphic
to Jkn . Given a braid β, we can define
Mβ :=
⊕
k≥0
HY0(β FTkn)⊗QC
This is clearly a graded A-module, so Mβ defines a quasicoherent sheaf Fβ on Xn. We expect
the cohomology of Fβ to be related to the y-ified homology of β. In particular, we prove the
following
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Theorem 1.22. For all k > 0 the y-ified homology of FTkn (with complex coefficients) is
isomorphic to the space of global sections of the vector bundle Λ(T ∗)⊗O(k) on the isospectral
Hilbert scheme Xn, where T is the tautological rank n bundle on Xn.
Similarly, following [GNR; ORc] we define the space Xn(C
2,C), the isospectral Hilbert
scheme supported on {y = 0} as the preimage of the subspace {y1 = . . . = yn = 0} under
the natural projection Xn → (C2)n. We expect that Fβ is in fact a coherent sheaf, and its
restriction to Xn(C
2,C) agrees with the conjectures of [GNR; ORc; ORa; ORb].
Remark 1.23. We have natural projection maps Hilbn(C2) → Symn(C2), Xn(C2) → (C2)n,
and Hilbn(C2,C)→ Symn(C×{0}), Xn(C2,C)→ (C×{0})n. This maps endow sheaves on
these schemes with the structure of modules over
C[x,y]Sn , C[x,y], C[x]Sn , C[x],
respectively, where the Sn action on C[x,y] permutes both sets of variables simultaneously.
Meanwhile the choice of braid representative β for L allows us to identify C[xc]c∈pi0(L) with
a quotient of C[x1, . . . , xn] in which xi 7→ xc if the i-th strand in β is on component c ∈ pi0(L)
(similarly for yc). Thus, to obtain link homology with its module structure (y-ified or not),
one should work with the isospectral Hilbert schemes.
Remark that cohomology of sheaves on Xn are Q[x,y]-modules, while cohomology of
sheaves on Xn(C
2,C) are only Q[x]-modules.
Next we consider another interesting corollary of Theorem 1.5. It follows from the work of
Haiman [Hai02] that the bigraded character of Jkn equals the Hall inner product (∇kpn1 , en),
where en is the elementary symmetric function and ∇ is the Bergeron-Garsia operator on
symmetric functions (see §7.3). This yields yet another combinatorial formula for the Poincare´
series of HKR(FT
k
n) which was first conjectured in [EH] (see also [Wil]). Here we just write
a formula for k = 1 and the degA = 0 component, and give the complete combinatorial
description in §7.3.
Theorem 1.24. The Poincare´ polynomial for (a = 0) part of the HOMFLY-PT homology of
FTn equals
P(FTkn)(q, t, a)|a=0 = (1− t)n(∇kpn1 , en) =
∑
(e1,...,en)∈(Z≥0)n
q
∑
eitdinv(e),
where dinv(e) = ]{i < j : ei = ej or ei + 1 = ej} and we have expressed the Poincare´ series
in terms of the variables (1.3).
1.5. Comparison with the results of Batson-Seed. As we have mentioned, our construc-
tion of y-ified homology and some of the results are similar to the work of Batson and Seed
[BS15], although they work in Khovanov homology while we consider HOMFLY-PT homol-
ogy. For example, our Theorem 1.12 and Corollary 1.13 are analogous to [BS15, Theorem
1.1].
However, there are several important differences:
• As with the undeformed homologies, our approach requires a braid presentation for a
link, while they can use arbitrary link diagrams.
• For most of the paper, we regard yi as formal variables rather than elements in a
field. This allows us to keep all three gradings on the deformed homology and study
the Q[y]–module structure. We also study the dependence of the specializations
HY(L,Qν) on the parameters ν ∈ Qr.
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• Our construction is local and defined for braids. As explained in [BS15], the proof of
the equation d2 = 0 for links requires a certain non-local cancellation of terms. This
means that for braids or tangles d2 6= 0 and the local picture of the theory naturally
involves curved complexes with d2 = Z(x,y) for some function Z, see section §2. This
is the key technical novelty of our approach. 1
• The parity phenomenon is unique to HOMFLY-PT homology: the Khovanov homol-
ogy of the full twist and other interesting braids are supported both in even and in
odd homological degrees. In particular, Theorems 1.14 and 1.19 cannot be applied
directly to compute the Khovanov homology of the full twist.
We expect that there exist similar y-ified pictures for categories of slN matrix factorizations
and slN link homology, where there is no need to restrict to braid presentations of a link. We
leave such investigations for future work.
1.6. Conventions. The HOMFLY-PT polynomial of links is the polynomial P (L)(Q,α)
which is uniquely characterized by the skein relation
αP
( )− α−1P ( ) = (Q−Q−1)P ( )
together with PLunionsqL′ = PLPL′ , where L unionsq L′ denotes the split union. These rules force the
invariant of the unknot to be α−α
−1
Q−Q−1 .
Remark 1.25. In a link diagram, a negative (or left-handed crossing is , while a positive
(or right-handed) crossing is .
To define Khovanov-Rozansky homology of a link L, first choose a braid representative and
consider HKR(β) whose definition we reviewed above.
Remark 1.26. We often prefer to write degrees multiplicatively; if c ∈ H i,j,kKR (β), then we say
that c has weight wt(c) = QiT jAk.
To obtain a properly normalized link homology define
(HnormKR )
i,j,k(L) = H i
′,j′,k′
KR (β),
where
i = i′ − e+ 2n− 2r, j = j′ + 1
2
(e− n+ r), k = k′ + 1
2
(−e− n+ r).
Here n is the number of strands in β, r is the number of components of L, and e = e(β) is the
signed number of crossings, i.e. the image of β under the group homomorphism e : Brn → Z
sending each σi 7→ 1. It is straightforward to show that e always has the same parity as n− r,
hence the above is still a Z × Z × Z grading. Let Pβ(Q,A, T ) denote the Poincare´ series of
HKR(β) and PnormL (Q,A, T ) denote the Poincare´ series of HnormKR (L), so that
PnormL := Q−e+2n−2rA(e−n+r)/2T (−e−n+r)/2P(β).
Then Pnorm(L) is an honest link invariant, and the relationship with the HOMFLY-PT poly-
nomial is
PnormL (Q,−α2Q2,−1) = Q−2rαrP (L)(Q,α).
For the reader’s convenience, we mention that the superpolynomial in [DGR06] is related to
the Poincare´ series Pnorm by
Q2rα−rPL|A=α2T−1Q2
1In fact, the authors of [BS15] raised a question of constructing a version of their complex for tangles using
curved complexes.
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with the following exceptions.
• We prefer a cohomological convention for differentials, hence our T is t−1DGR.
• Our Poincare´ series are unreduced, meaning that the invariant of the unknot is not 1.
• What we call the HOMFLY-PT polynomial of L is called the HOMFLY-PT polynomial
of the mirror L¯ in [DGR06].
This last remark deserves some attention. In most link homology theories, there is a
duality between the homology of a link and its mirror. In particular, over Q, the homology
of L and L¯ are dual to one another as (appropriately graded) vector spaces. However, for
the HOMFLY-PT homology this symmetry is much more subtle, owing essentially to the fact
that the invariant of the unknot is no longer a Frobenius algebra.
Our preferred convention regarding links and their mirrors is determined by either of the
equivalent descriptions:
(1) The bigraded R-module of homogeneous chain maps FTn → R in K(SBimn) up to
homotopy is isomorphic to R in degree zero, while the bigraded R-module of maps
the other direction R→ FTn is much more interesting2.
(2) The HOMFLY-PT homology of every positive torus link is supported in even homo-
logical degrees, while the homology of negative torus links fails to be parity already
for the (2,−4) link.
(3) The idempotents obtained as “infinite torus braids FT⊗∞n ” are unital idempotents in
the language of [Hoga], rather than counital idempotents.
The conjectural Q↔ TQ−1 symmetry of PL is therefore a special case of a symmetry first
conjectured in [DGR06].
Remark 1.27. To obtain a precisely normalized y-ified homology, one regrades HY(β) in
precisely the same way as HKR(β). Then properly normalized Poincare´ series of HY(L)
satisfies
PnormHY(L)(Q,−α2Q2,−1) =
Q−2rαr
(1−Q−2)rP (L)(Q,α).
We will henceforth deal entirely with the un-normalized homology and Poincare´ series, since
carrying around the specific normalization factors can be quite a nuisance. Further, the most
compact and aesthetically pleasing formulae are usually obtained by using the unnormalized
Poincare´ series, expressed in terms of the variables
(1.3) q = Q2 t = T 2Q−2 a = AQ−2.
For comparison, we have the invariants of the unknot:
P(U) = 1 + a
1− q P
norm(U) =
1 + α2T−1
1−Q2
and the positive trefoil:
P(T (2, 3))
P(U) = q + t+ a
Pnorm(T (2, 3))
Pnorm(U) = Q
−2α2 +Q2T−2α2 + T−3α4.
All complexes representing knot homology are defined overQ, so we use rational coefficients
almost everywhere in the paper. By the universal coefficients theorem, one can replace Q by
any field of characteristic zero. In sections §1.4 and §7 we work over C to match the Hilbert
scheme literature.
2This module is nothing other than the Hochschild degree zero part of the homology of the (n, n)-torus link,
which was computed in [EH]
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1.7. Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we discuss general properties of matrix fac-
torizations and define the notion of y-ification of an abstract complex.
In Section 2 we study y-ifications of the Rouquier complex of Soergel bimodules. In Theo-
rem 2.18 we prove that given a braid β, the corresponding Rouquier complex F (β) admits a
canonical y-ification for the permutation associated with β.
In Section 3 we define the Hochschild cohomology for y-ified complexes and prove that
the Hochschild cohomology of y-ified Rouquier complexes is invariant under Markov move
(Proposition 3.8) and hence defines a topological link invariant HY(L). Theorem 2.18 and
Proposition 3.8 imply Theorem 1.1. We prove that HY(L) has a well-defined module struc-
ture over the y-ified homology of the unlink. We also define a family of homologies with
coefficients in Qν HY(L,Qν) for ν ∈ Qr (if L has r components) by specializing yc to νc
in the corresponding complex. In Theorem 3.16 we construct a spectral sequence with E1
page isomorphic to the Khovanov-Rozansky HOMFLY-PT homology HKR(L) and (with one
grading collapsed) and E∞ page isomorphic to HY(L,Qν). This is a direct generalization of
the Batson-Seed spectral sequence [BS15].
The next section 4 contains the new computational tools for HOMFLY-PT homology. We
define a map Ψ relating the y-ified homology of a link and of the corresponding split link.
We use it to prove Theorem 1.12 and Corollary 1.13 as Corollary 4.4. Furthermore, we
prove Theorem 1.17 as Theorem 4.20, Theorem 1.14 as Theorem 4.21 and Corollary 1.19 as
Proposition 5.5.
In Section 5 we study the ideals corresponding to some pure braids. We prove Proposition
1.20 as Proposition 5.7. Section §6 proves that the vector space of maps FY(FTkn) → 1 is
rank 1, generated by the splitting map, then uses this to give a complete description of the
the full twist ideal.
In the following section 7 we give a more detailed exposition of the algebraic geometry
of the Hilbert scheme of points and polygraph rings. We connect it to the ideals appearing
in the previous section and prove Theorem 1.5 (see Corollary 7.9) and Theorem 1.22 (see
Corollary 7.10). By using the results of Haiman connecting the isospectral Hilbert scheme to
combinatorics, we prove Theorem 7.12 generalizing Theorem 1.24.
In Section 8 we discuss a conjectural symmetry of HOMFLY-PT homology. Finally, in the
appendix A we discuss more homological algebra of y-ified complexes.
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2. Rouquier complexes and y-ification
In this section we introduce the notion of a y-ification of a complex of Soergel bimodules,
and we prove that Rouquier complexes admit unique y-ifications up to equivalence.
As a matter of notation, if A is a Z-linear category, we let K(A) denote the homotopy
category of complexes. We prefer the cohomological convention for differentials, hence the
differential of a complex C will map Ck → Ck+1 for all k. We let [1] denote the “left shift”
of complexes, defined by C[1]k := Ck+1. By convention the shift [1] negates the differential
dC[1] = −dC .
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We let Kb(A), K+(A), and K−(A) denote the categories of complexes which are bounded,
respectively bounded from below, respectively bounded from above.
2.1. The Soergel category and Rouquier complexes. Fix an integer n ≥ 1. Let R =
Q[x1, . . . , xn], and R
e = R⊗Q R. We will identify
Re ∼= Q[x1, . . . , xn, x′1, . . . , x′n],
via an isomorphism that sends xi ⊗ 1 7→ xi and 1⊗ xi 7→ x′i. We regard R and Re as graded
algebras via deg(xi) = deg(x
′
i) = 2. We use bold symbols to denote entire sets of variables,
so the above polynomial rings might also be denoted R = Q[x] and Re ∼= Q[x,x′]. The
categories of graded Re-modules and graded (R,R)-bimodules will henceforth be identified
with one another. We let (1) be the shift of graded (bi)modules, so M(1)k = Mk+1.
The symmetric group Sn acts on R = Q[x1, . . . , xn] by permuting indices. For each sub-
group G ⊂ Sn, let RG denote the subalgebra of polynomials f ∈ R such that g(f) = f for
all g ∈ G. If G = {1, si}, where si = (i, i+ 1) is the simple transposition, then we also write
Ri = RG. Let Bi denote the graded (R,R)-bimodule
Bi = R⊗Ri R(1).
Let SBimn denote the smallest full subcategory of (R,R)-gbimod containing the identity
bimodule R, the bimodules B1, . . . , Bn−1, and closed under isomorphism, tensor product ⊗R,
taking direct sums, direct summands, and grading shifts. Objects of SBimn are called Soergel
bimodules.
The category SBimn is monoidal with respect to the tensor product ⊗R, with identity the
trivial bimodule 1 = R.
Notation 2.1. Henceforth, we will denote ⊗R simply by ⊗.
We have a bimodule map b : Bi → R(1) sending 1 ⊗ 1 7→ 1, and a bimodule map b∗ :
R(−1)→ Bi sending 1 7→ xi ⊗ 1− 1⊗ xi+1. These will be referred to as the dot maps.
The braid group Brn is generated by the elementary braids (Artin generators) σ1, . . . , σn−1
modulo the usual braid relations
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1, σiσj = σjσi for |i− j| ≥ 2.
Associated to σ±i we have the Rouquier complexes
(2.1a) F (σi) = B1 R(1)
b
(2.1b) F (σ−1i ) = R(−1) B1
b∗
Associated to each braid word β = (σε1i1 , . . . , σ
εr
ir
) with εij ∈ {1,−1}, let
F (β) := F (σε1i1 )⊗ · · · ⊗ F (σεrir ).
In [Rou] it is proven that F (β) depends only on the braid β = σε1i1 · · ·σεrir ∈ Brn, and not on the
chosen representation as a product of generators, up to canonical isomorphism in Kb(SBimn).
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2.2. Motivating examples. As a motivating example for the abstraction which follows, let
us consider the most important examples of y-ifications. Let y denote a set of variables
y1, . . . , yn. We place a bigrading on Q[x,x
′,y] by declaring deg(xi) = deg(x′i) = (2, 0) and
deg(yi) = (−2, 2). Written multiplicatively, this is wt(xi) = wt(x′i) = Q2 and wt(yi) = T 2Q−2.
Given a (bigraded Q-vector space V ), we will let V [y] := V ⊗Q Q[y1, . . . , yn]. Consider the
following diagrams:
(2.2a) FY(σ1) := B1[y] R[y](1)
b⊗ 1
b∗ ⊗ (y1 − y2)
(2.2b) FY(σ−11 ) := R[y](−1) B1[y]
b∗ ⊗ 1
b⊗ (y1 − y2)
.
We say that the above diagrams define y-ifications of the Rouquier complexes F (σ±1 ). Let us
discuss how to interpret, for example, the first diagram. We may extract a bigraded vector
space from this diagram, of the form
V = (B1 ⊕R(1)[−1])⊗Q Q[y1, y2].
The homological shift [−1] corresponds to the fact that the R term is to the right of B1 (and
[1] is the leftward shift). Since R and B1 are graded R
e-modules, the vector space V has the
structure of a bigraded Re[y]-module. The arrows in the diagram (2.2a) determine a Re[y]-
linear map ∆ : V → V [1]. However, (V,∆) is not a chain complex, since ∆2 6= 0. On the
contrary, direct computation shows that b1 ◦ b∗1 = x1 − x′2 acting on R, and b∗1 ◦ b1 = x1 − x′2
acting on B1, hence
∆2 = −(x1 − x′2)(y1 − y2) = (x2 − x′1)y1 + (x1 − x′2)y2
where we have used the fact that
x1 − x′2 = −(x2 − x′1)
as endomorphisms of B1 and R. Thus, the diagram (2.7) determines a sort of chain complex
in which the differential squares to a nonzero, but central element of the category of bigraded
Re[y]-modules. Such objects are called curved complexes. We now digress to introduce some
abstract theory for discussing such objects.
2.3. Graded categories. Let Γ be an abelian group, and let C be a category with invertible
functors Σγ : C → C, γ ∈ Γ, such that Σ0 = IdC and Σγ ◦ Σγ′ = Σγ+γ′ for all γ, γ′ ∈ Γ. Then
for objects C,D ∈ C we will let
HomΓC (C,D) :=
⊕
γ∈Γ
HomC(C,ΣγD).
In this case we say that C has a strict Γ-action, or that C is Γ-graded. For us, Γ will typically
be Z or Z×Z with the Γ action on C determined by appropriate grading shift functors Σi = (i)
or Σi,j = (i, j).
Let S be a Γ-graded ring. That is to say, S =
⊕
γ∈Γ S
γ , and ring multiplication restricts to
a morphism Sγ⊗Sγ′ → Sγ+γ′ , and let C be a Γ-graded category. We say that C is S-linear if C
is equipped with a strict Γ-action, each graded hom space HomΓC (C,D) is a graded S-module,
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and composition of morphisms is S-bilinear. Equivalently, there is a map of graded algebras
from S in to the graded algebra of natural transformations of IdC :
S →
⊕
γ∈Γ
Hom(IdC ,Σγ).
In particular, each element r ∈ Sγ corresponds to a morphism Σγ(C)→ C for each C ∈ C.
Example 2.2. If S =
⊕
i∈Z S
i is a commutative graded ring in the usual sense, then the
category of graded S-modules is S-linear with Σi = (i).
If C is any category, we let Seq(C) denote the category whose objects are sequences (Ci)i∈Z
with Ci ∈ C. A morphism C∗ → D∗ in Seq(C) is by definition a sequence of morphisms
(f i)i∈Z with f i ∈ HomC(Ci, Di). If C has a strict action of Γ, then Seq(C) has a strict action
of Γ× Z, via functors Σγ,j defined by
(Σγ,jC)
k = ΣγC
k+j .
In other words, Σγ,0 is inherited from the action of Σγ on C, while Σ0,j is the shift of sequences.
We also write C[j] := Σ0,j(C). In this language, a complex (i.e. an object of K(C)) is a pair
(C, d) where C ∈ Seq(C) and d : C → C[1] is a morphism in Seq(C) such that d[1] ◦ d =
0. By convention, the homological shift negates the differential of complexes: (C, d)[1] =
(C[1],−d[1]).
If C is a k-linear category for some commutative ring k and C,D ∈ K(C) are complexes,
then we let HomΓ,Z(C,D) denote the chain complex with chain groups
HomΓ,kC (C,D) :=
∏
j−i=k
HomΓ(Ci, Dj)
and differential given by the usual super-commutator f 7→ dC ◦ f − (−1)kf ◦ dD. Note that
HomΓC (C,D) is a complex of Γ-graded k-modules, hence is Γ × Z-graded. The homotopy
category K(C) has a strict action of Γ × Z, and HomΓ×ZK(C)(C,D) is simply the homology of
HomΓ×ZK(C)(C,D).
2.4. Graded curved complexes. Let Γ be an abelian group, S a Γ×Z-graded ring and A
an S-linear category, as in the previous section.
Let z ∈ S be a homogeneous element with degree deg(Z) = (0, 2) ∈ Γ × Z. A (graded)
Z-factorization in A is a pair (V,∆) where V ∈ A and ∆ : V → V [1] is a morphism in A
such that ∆[1] ◦∆ = Z. We will also refer to (V,∆) as a (graded) curved complex in A with
curvature Z, and connection ∆. By abuse, we usually refer to ∆ as the differential. The
terminology comes from the notion of curved dg algebras and modules [Pos93; Pos11].
If (V,∆) and (V ′,∆′) are Z-factorizations inA, then the graded morphism space HomΓ×ZA (V, V ′)
has the structure of a chain complex, where the differential sends
f 7→ ∆ ◦ f − (−1)kf ◦∆ =: [∆, f ]
whenever f is a morphism f : V → Σγ,k(V ′). To verify that this defines a differential, compute
that
[∆, [∆, f ]] = ∆2 ◦ f + (−1)k∆ ◦ f ◦∆− (−1)k∆ ◦ f ◦∆− f ◦∆2
= Z ◦ f − f ◦ Z
= Z(Id ◦f − f ◦ Id)
= 0.
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where in the second to last step we have used the fact that A is an S-linear category (hence
Z corresponds to an element in the center of A). The complex of homs will also be denoted
as HomΓ×ZFac(A,Z)(V, V
′).
Note that, in particular, a degee zero cycle f ∈ HomΓ×ZA (V, V ′) is simply a morphism
f : V → V ′ in A such that ∆ ◦ f = f ◦∆, and such a cycle is zero in homology if there exists
a morphism h : V → V ′[−1] such that ∆ ◦ h+ h ◦∆ = f .
Definition 2.3. Retain notation as above. Let Fac(A, Z) denote the homotopy category
of Z-factorizations in A. The space of morphisms (V,∆) → (V ′,∆′) in Fac(A, Z) is by
definition the degree zero homology of HomΓ×Z(V, V ′). We let [1] denote the endofunctor
Fac(A, Z)→ Fac(A, Z) such that
(V,∆)[1] = (V [1],−∆[1]).
Example 2.4. The category Fac(Seq(C), 0) is equivalent to the homotopy category of com-
plexes K(C). In this case the group Γ plays no role, and we could assume Γ = 0.
Isomorphism in Fac(A, Z) is called homotopy equivalence, and is denoted by '. We say
that (V,∆) ∈ Fac(A, Z) is contractible if (V,∆) ' 0. Equivalently, (V,∆) is contractible if
the identity IdV is null-homologous in Hom
Γ×Z
Fac(A,Z)(V ).
One can define mapping cones in Fac(A, Z) by direct analogy with the case of chain com-
plexes. Let (M,∆M ) and (N,∆N ) be Z-factorizations inA and let f : M → N be a morphism.
The mapping cone of f is
Cone(f) =
(
M [1]⊕N,
[
−∆M 0
f ∆N
])
,
which is a Z-factorization. This definition of mapping cones gives Fac(A, Z) the structure of
a triangulated category with suspension [1]. We will not need (or prove) this fact. However,
we will need the following consequence, which is proven in the appendix, §A.1.
Lemma 2.5. A morphism f : (M,∆M ) → (N,∆N ) is an isomorphism in Fac(A, Z) if and
only if Cone(f) ' 0.
In the next section we define the notion of a y-ification, which is a particular kind of curved
complex.
2.5. y-ifications. Let C be a graded Re-linear category (for example, we could take C =
SBimn or C = Re-gmod).
Definition 2.6. Given any sequence C ∈ Seq(C), we have the “formal tensor product”
C[y] := C ⊗Q [y1, . . . , yn] ∼=
⊕
k1,...,kn≥0
C(2`)[−2`].
where ` = k1 + · · ·+ kn. If C is bounded below, then this direct sum is finite in each degree,
hence is a defines a (bigraded) Q[y]-module in Seq(C).
Definition 2.7. Retain notation as above. Given w ∈ Sn, let Zw :=
∑
i(xw(i) − x′i)yi ∈
Q[x,x′,y]. A y-ification of C ∈ Kb(C) is a triple C = (C,w,∆) such that (C[y],∆) is a
curved complex in Seq(C) with curvature Zw and ∆ = dC modulo the ideal (y). Let Y(C)
denote the homotopy category of y-ifications. An object in Y(C) is a y-ification (C,w,∆),
and morphisms in Y(C) are morphisms of curved complexes (up to homotopies).
The following is obvious after unpacking the definitions.
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Proposition 2.8. Let C and D be graded Re-linear categories, and F : C → D be a functor
compatible with the shifts (1) and the Re-action on morphism spaces. Then applying F term-
by-term induces a functor Y(C)→ Y(D). 
Remark 2.9. A complex C might have many inequivalent y-ifications, or it might have none.
Further, the permutation w is not necessarily uniquely determined by C, in the sense that C
might have y-ifications (C,w,∆) and (C,w′,∆′) associated to different permutations w 6= w′.
Let (C,w,∆) be a y-ification of C ∈ Kb(Re-gmod). Given k = (k1, . . . , kn) ∈ Zn≥0, we let
|k| = k1 + · · ·+ kn and yk = yk11 · · · yknn . We may express ∆ in terms of its components:
(2.3) ∆ =
∑
k
∆k ⊗ yk
where ∆k ∈ EndZ×ZRe (C) are endomorphisms of degree (2|k|, 1−2|k|). By definition, ∆ = dC⊗1
modulo y1, . . . , yn, which is equivalent to ∆0 = dC .
If k = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) (with 1 in position i) then we will set hi := ∆k, so that
∆ = dC ⊗ 1 + (h1 ⊗ y1 + · · ·hn ⊗ yn) + (higher).
The equation ∆2 =
∑
i(xw(i) − x′i)yi implies that
dC ◦ hi + hi ◦ dC = (xw(i) − x′i)⊗ yi
so a C admits a y-ification with permutation w only if left multiplication by xw(i) is homotopic
to right multiplication by xi as endomorphisms of C (for all i).
The components ∆k with |k| = 2 are homotopies which realize the fact that hihj + hjhi
and h2i are null-homotopic in End
4,−2(C). If |k| ≥ 3, the components ∆k are interpeted as
certain higher homotopies.
Definition 2.10. A y-ification (C,w,∆) is strict if ∆k = 0 for |k| ≥ 2.
Proposition 2.11. Given C ∈ Kb(Re-gmod) with differential d, the structure of a strict
y-ification (C[y], w,∆) is equivalent to a choice of elements hi ∈ End2,−1Re (C) such that
(2.4a) dhi + hid = xw(i) ⊗ 1− 1⊗ xi.
(2.4b) hihj + hjhi = 0.
(2.4c) h2i = 0
Proof. If ∆k = 0 for |k| ≥ 2, then ∆ may be written in terms of components as
∆ = dC ⊗ 1 +
∑
i
hi ⊗ yi
for some elements hi ∈ End2,−1Re (C). It is straightforward to verify that the equation ∆2 = 0
is equivalent to (2.4a), (2.4b), and (2.4c). 
Remark 2.12. If B ∈ SBimn is a Soergel bimodule, then f(x1, . . . , xn)− f(x′1, . . . , x′n) acts by
zero on B for any symmetric polynomial f . In particular, x1 + · · ·+xn = x′1 + · · ·+x′n. Thus,
for a complex C ∈ Kb(SBimn) it makes sense to ask for y-ifications (C,w,∆) whose curved
differentials ∆ ∈ End(C ⊗Q Q[y1, . . . , yn]) satisfy the stronger condition that ∆ = dC ⊗ 1
modulo the ideal of differences y1 − y2, . . . , yn−1 − yn. On the level of strict y-ifications this
amounts to imposing
(2.5) h1 + · · ·+ hn = 0
In fact all of the y-ifications in this paper satisfy this extra condition.
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2.6. An example. The Rouquier complex F (σ21) is homotopy equivalent to the complex
C = B1(−1) B1(1) R(2)
x1 − x′1 b
(we leave it as an exercise to verify this fact, see [Kho07]). Let us construct a y-ification of
this complex. First, consider C ⊗Q Q[y1 − y2] with a curved differential ∆′ expressed in the
following diagram:
C[y1 − y2] =

B1(−1) B1(1) R(2)
B1(1) B1(3) R(4)
B1(3) B1(5) R(6)
...
...
...
x1 − x′1 b
x1 − x′1 b
x1 − x′1 b
Id
Id
Id

The top row of the diagram in parentheses denotes C⊗1, the second row denotes C⊗(y1−y2),
and so on. Multiplication by y1 − y2 is visualized as the endomorphism of the above which
identifies the first row with the second, the second with the third, and so on. Because y1− y2
carries homological degree 2, the bimodules in the first column appear in homological degrees
0, 2, 4, . . . ,. By inspection, we have
(∆′)2 = (x1 − x′1)(y1 − y2)
Now we fatten this up to a y-ification C ⊗Q Q[y1, y2] = C ⊗Q Q[y1 − y2]⊗Q Q[y1], with the
curved differential ∆ induced from ∆′ (i.e. ∆ = ∆′ ⊗ 1). The curvature is
(∆)2 = (x1 − x′1)(y1 − y2)
since x1−x′1 = −(x2−x′2) as endomorphisms of any Soergel bimodule in SBim2. To faithfully
draw a picture of the full y-ification would be unreasonably difficult on two dimensional paper,
so instead we “collapse the y-directions” and indicate the y-ification simply by the diagram:
(2.6) C[y1, y2] := B1[y1, y2](−1) B1[y1, y2](1) R[y1, y2](2)
(x1 − x′1)⊗ 1
Id⊗(y1 − y2)
b⊗ 1
.
This y-ification is strict, since the curved differential is linear in y1, y2. To recover the homo-
topies h1, h2, one could “differentiate” the curved differential with respect to yi.
2.7. Tensor products. Note that in order to define the category of y-ifications Y(C), we
only assume that C is a graded Re-linear category. In particular we have not assumed that C
has any monoidal structure. However, if C is monoidal in a way which is compatible with the
Re-structure, then Y(C) has the structure of a monoidal category. This extra compatibility is
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discussed next. The reader who wishes to skip ahead to Definition 2.13 may take C to be the
category of graded (R,R)-bimodules.
Suppose that C has the structure of a graded monoidal category with grading shift (1). We
will also assume we are given isomorphisms
1(1)⊗ C ∼= C(1)⊗ C ⊗ 1(1),
natural in C ∈ C.3
Assume that we are given a map of graded algebras ρ(R) → EndZC (1). This makes C into
a graded Re-linear category, where the action of xi on an object C is via
C ∼= 1⊗ C ρ(xi)⊗IdC→ 1(2)⊗ C ∼= C(2),
and the action of x′i on C is defined similarly using IdC ⊗ρ(xi). To define the monoidal
structure we only need the observation that on any tensor product of objects C ⊗D in C we
have x′i ⊗ IdD = IdC ⊗xi as morphisms
C ⊗D → C(2)⊗D ∼= C ⊗D(2).
Definition 2.13. Let C be as above, and let C = (C, v∆C) and D = (D,w,∆D) be objects
of Y(C). Then the tensor product y-ification is C⊗D = (C ⊗D, vw,∆C⊗D), where ∆C⊗D is
defined in terms of components as
(∆C⊗D)k = (∆C)w(k) ⊗ IdD + IdC ⊗(∆D)k ∈ EndZ(C ⊗D)
where k = (k1, . . . , kn) and w(k) = (kw(1), . . . , kw(n)).
Let us interpret the above definition. Choose a permutation w ∈ Sn. Let D ∈ C be given,
and consider D[y] ∈ Seq(C). Define a map of bigraded algebras σ : Q[x,y] ⊗ Q[x,y] →
EndZ×ZSeq(C)(D[y]) where σ(xi ⊗ 1) and σ(1 ⊗ xi) are the actions of xi and x′i defined already,
σ(1 ⊗ yi) is multiplication by yi, and σ(yi ⊗ 1) is multiplication by yw−1(i). We regard this
algebra map as giving D the structure of a graded (Q[x,y],Q[x,y])-bimodule in Seq(C).
Then the tensor product of y-ifications is simply C[y] ⊗1[y] D[y] with its tensor product
curved differential ∆C ⊗ Id + Id⊗∆D. We leave it as an exercise to verify that one recovers
the above definition.
Lemma 2.14. Retain notation as in Definition 2.13. The tensor product (C⊗D, vw,∆C⊗D)
is a y-ification.
Proof. First form the tensor product in Seq(C):
C[y]⊗1 D[y].
The subscript ‘1’ indicates that we are performing the tensor product in Seq(C) and we are
not yet identifying the y’s on the left factor with y’s on the right.
Consider ∆C⊗IdD[y] + IdC[y]⊗∆D, interpreted via the Koszul sign rule. This is a morphism
in Seq(C):
C[y]⊗1 D[y]→ (C[y]⊗1 D[y])[1].
The sign rule ensures that the two summands anti-commute, hence
(∆C ⊗ IdD[y] + IdC[y]⊗∆D)2 =
∑
i
(xv(i) − x′i)yi ⊗ Id +
∑
i
Id⊗(xi − x′w−1(i))yw−1(i),
The action of x′i on the first tensor factor coincides with the action of xi on the second factor,
hence half the terms above cancel upon identifying the yi on the left factor with yw−1(i) on
3One should also impose additional coherence relations, which we do not discuss here.
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the second factor. This is exactly the identification that occurs when forming C[y]⊗1[y]D[y].
Collecting the surviving terms gives
(∆C ⊗ IdD[y] + IdC[y]⊗∆D)2 =
∑
i
(xvw(i) − x′i)yi.
This shows that C⊗D is a y-ification of C ⊗D, with permutation vw. 
Example 2.15. Let’s describe explicitly the tensor product of y-ified Rouquier complexes
FY(σ1)⊗FY(σ1) defined by the diagram (2.2a). First, we label the strands with the numbers
1, 2, and form the tensor product B1[y] R[y](1)b⊗ 1
−b∗ ⊗ (y1 − y2)
⊗
 B1[y] R[y](1)b⊗ 1
b∗ ⊗ (y1 − y2)

The sign on the differential on the first factor is coming from reordering of components.
Expanding the tensor product yields
B1 ⊗B1[y] B1[y](1)
B1[y](1) R[y](2)
b⊗ Id⊗1
b∗ ⊗ Id⊗(y1 − y2)
− Id⊗b⊗ 1 Id⊗b∗ ⊗ (y1 − y2)
b⊗ 1−b∗ ⊗ (y1 − y2)
b⊗ 1
b∗ ⊗ (y1 − y2)
Taking the direct sum along diagonals yields the following:
B1 ⊗B1[y]
B1[y](1)
B1[y](1)
⊕ R[y](2)
[
b⊗ Id
− Id⊗b
]
[
b∗ ⊗ Id Id⊗b∗] (y1 − y2)
[
b b
]
[−b∗
b∗
]
(y1 − y2)
.
Remark 2.16. It is perhaps better to regard the y-variables in a y-ification (D,w,∆) as being
associated to the strands of w. Here a “strand” is interpreted in the usual string diagram
notation for permutations, and can also be regarded as a pair (i, j) with i = w(j). Fix a
set L with n elements, and label the strands of w with elements of L (bijectively). If c ∈ L
is the label on the strand (i, j), then we let yc denote the endomorphism of D[y] which is
left multiplication by yi (equivalently right multiplication by yj). Then the tensor product of
y-ifications (C, v,∆C)⊗(D,w,∆D) is defined only when the labels on v and w are compatible,
meaning they induce a well defined labeling on the strands of vw. The tensor product of y-
ifications with compatibly labeled permutations is now essentially the obvious tensor product,
identifying y-variables with the same label.
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2.8. Strict y-ifications of Rouquier complexes. Consider the strict y-ifications depicted
below:
(2.7a) FY(σi) := Bi[y] R[y](1)
b⊗ 1
b∗ ⊗ (yi − yi+1)
(2.7b) FY(σ−1i ) := R[y](−1) Bi[y]
b∗ ⊗ 1
b⊗ (yi − yi+1)
.
Direct computation verifies that FY(σ±i ) are y-ifications of F (σ
±
i ). Tensoring these together
(using the definition in §2.7) defines y-ifications of arbitrary Rouquier complexes.
Definition 2.17. For each braid word β = σε1i1 · · ·σεrir with εij ∈ {1,−1}, let
FY(β) := FY(σε1i1 )⊗ · · · ⊗ FY(σεrir ).
The remainder of this section is dedicated to proving the following.
Theorem 2.18. The y-ification FY(β) depends only on the braid β up to canonical isomor-
phism in Y(SBimn). In fact each Rouquier complex F (β) admits a unique y-ification up to
homotopy equivalence.
We prove Theorem 2.18 in §2.11, following a slight technical detour.
2.9. Contracting y-ifications. In this section we wish to prove the following result.
Lemma 2.19. If C ∈ Kb(Re-gmod) is a contractible complex then any y-ification of C is
contractible.
This, combined with Lemma 2.5 gives us a method for proving that a morphism of y-
ifications is a homotopy equivalence. This will be crucial in the proof of Theorem 2.18 below.
Proof. Let h ∈ End0,1(C) be an element with [d, h] = IdC . We may also assume that h2 = 0.
Let
∆+ := ∆− dC ∈ End1(C[y])
denote the higher degree components of ∆. Let (y) ⊂ Q[y] denote the ideal generated by the
yi. Observe that C[y] is complete with respect to (y) in the sense that any formal series of
the form ∑
k
fky
k
gives rise to a well-defined endomorphism of C[y], where fk ∈ End(C) are any elements with
deg(fk) = t
−|k| deg(f0).
This is because C is assumed bounded, hence all but finitely many of the fk must be zero for
degree reasons.
Now, let Φ := Id +h∆+ ∈ End0(C[y]). By the above discussion, Φ is invertible with inverse
given by expanding the expression (Id +h∆+)
−1 into a formal power series, since ∆+ is zero
modulo the maximal ideal (y).
Now, define
H := (1 + h∆+)
−1h = h(1 + ∆+h)−1.
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We wish to show that (d + ∆+)H + H(d + ∆+) = Id. Multiplying on the left by (1 + h∆+)
and on the right by (1 + ∆+h), this is equivalent to
(1 + h∆+)(d+ ∆+)h+ h(d+ ∆+)(1 + ∆+h) = (1 + h∆+)(1 + ∆+h).
Now, compute: the first term on the left is
dh+ h∆+dh+ ∆+h+ h∆
2
+h
The second term on the left is
hd+ hd∆+h+ h∆+ + h∆
2
+h.
Adding them gives
dh+ hd+ h(∆+d+ d∆+)h+ ∆+h+ h∆+ + 2h∆
2
+h.
Now, ∆+d+d∆+ = −∆2+, and dh+hd = 1. Thus, the above equals 1 + ∆+h+h∆+ +h∆2+h,
as claimed. 
2.10. Obstruction theoretic construction of morphisms. In this section we consider
a technical point which will be used in our proof of Theorem 2.18 below. Let C,D ∈
Kb(Re-gmod) be given. Any homogeneous element f ∈ HomRe[y](C[y], D[y]) with deg(f) =
(a, b) may be written in terms of its components:
f =
∑
k∈Zn≥0
fk ⊗ yk
where f ∈ HomRe(C,D) are linear maps of degree deg(fk) = (a+ 2|k|, b− 2|k|).
Assume that C[y] and D[y] have the structures of y-ifications, associated with the same
permutation w. If f : C[y] → D[y] is a morphism in Fac(Zw), then f0 : C → D is a
chain map. Unpacking the definitions, we see that Cone(f : C[y] → D[y]) is a y-ification of
Cone(f0 : C → D).
Expressing ∆D ◦ f − f ◦∆C = 0 in terms of components gives
0 =
∑
i+j=k
(∆D,i ◦ fj − fj ◦∆C,i)⊗ yi+j.
We obtain the following system of equations:
(2.8a) [d, f0] = 0.
(2.8b) [d, fk] = −
∑
i,j
(
∆ifj − fi∆j
)
.
where the sum on the right-hand side of (2.8b) is over nonzero sequences i, j with i + j = k.
For each k ∈ Zn≥0, let z(k) ∈ Hom2|k|,−2|k|(C,D) denote the right-hand side of (2.8b). It
is easy to see that if (2.8b) holds for all l < k, then z(k) is a cycle. Here we say l ≤ k if the
coordinates of k− l are non-negative, and l < k if l ≥ k and l 6= k. Thus, the construction of
f may be accomplished by induction, as follows:
(1) Choose a chain map f0 : C → D in the usual sense, for C,D ∈ Kb(SBimn).
(2) Fix k and assume by induction that we have defined fl for all l < k.
(3) If z(k) is a boundary, then we define fk by negating a chosen homotopy for z(k).
(4) Repeat steps (2) and (3).
Since we assume C and D are bounded complexes, the fk are zero for all but finitely many
k, and the above process eventually terminates.
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2.11. Uniqueness of y-ifications of Rouquier complexes.
Proposition 2.20. Let F, F ′ ∈ Kb(Re-gmod) be invertible complexes and ϕ0 : F → F ′ a
homotopy equivalence. Then ϕ0 extends (uniquely up to homotopy) to a homotopy equivalence
ϕ : F [y] ' F ′[y] for any y-ifications (F [y], w,∆), (F ′[y], w,∆′).
Proof. Since F ' F ′ are invertible, the complex of homs satisfies
Hom(F, F ′)Re ' HomRe(1, F ′ ⊗ F−1) ' EndRe(1).
In particular any chain map Hom(F, F ′) of nonzero homological degree is null-homotopic.
Thus, ϕ0 extends to a chain map ϕ : F [y]→ F ′[y] by the procedure discussed in the previous
subsection §2.10. Then Cone(ϕ) is contractible by Lemma 2.19, since it is a y-ification of the
contractible complex Cone(ϕ0). It follows that ϕ is a homotopy equivalence of y-ifications. 
The main theorem of this section is an immediate corollary.
Proof of Theorem 2.18. The Rouquier complexes are well-defined up to canonical isomor-
phism in Kb(Re-gmod). Given the uniqueness of lifts in Proposition 2.20, it follows that the y-
ified Rouquier complexes FY(β) are well-defined up to canonical isomorphism in K(Fac(Zw)).

3. The deformed homology theory
In this section we define a homology theory for bigraded Zw-factorizations, and we prove
that the homology of a y-ified Rouquier complex is a well-defined invariant of the oriented
link L = βˆ, up to isomorphism and overall shift of triply graded modules over Q[xc, yc]c∈pi0(L).
A permutation w ∈ Sn determines an equivalence relation on {1, 2, . . . , n}, which is the
transitive closure of the relation j ∼ i if j = w(i). Equivalence classes in {1, . . . , n} are also
called cycles of w. We let Q[x,y]w denote the quotient of Q[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn] by the
ideal generated by xi − xj and yi − yj for all i ∼ j.
Remark 3.1. If v, w ∈ Sn, then we have a bijection between cycles of w and cycles of vwv−1
defined by
{1, . . . , n}∼w → {1, . . . , n}∼vwv−1 , [i] 7→ [v(i)].
This induces an isomorphism Q[x,y]w ∼= Q[x,y]vwv−1 .
If β ∈ Brn is a braid with underlying permutation w, then we also let Q[x,y]β := Q[x,y]w.
Just as above, any expression of the form β′ = γβγ−1 induces an isomorphism Q[x,y]β ∼=
Q[x,y]β′ .
If L is a link, then we let Q[x,y]L denote the polynomial ring in variables xc, yc, indexed
by components c ∈ pi0(L). If β ∈ Brn is a braid representative of β, then we have a canonical
isomorphism Q[x,y]β ∼= Q[x,y]L.
3.1. The (Hochschild co)homology of a y-ification. If B is any graded Re-module, then
we have the Hochschild cohomology of B, defined by
HHi,j(B) := ExtjRe-gmod(R,B(i)).
To compute these groups, choose a projective resolution P → R of R, as a graded Re-module.
Then HHi,j(B) is the (i, j) homology group of HomRe(P,B). We also let HH(B) denote the
bigraded vector space
⊕
i,j HH
i,j(B).
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Now, let C = (C,w,∆) ∈ Y(Re-gmod) be a y-ification of C ∈ Kb(Re-gmod). We may write
∆ in terms of its coordinates as in §2.5. First, consider the complex
HH(C) = · · · HH(dC)- HH(Ck) HH(dC)- HH(Ck+1) HH(dC)- · · ·.
We regard HH(C) as being a triply graded chain complex, where the term in tridegree (i, j, k)
is HHi,j(Ck). An element c ∈ HHi,j(Mk) will be said to have bimodule degree degQ(c) = i,
Hochschild degree degA(c) = j, and homological degree degT (c) = k. Note that the homology
of HH(C), denoted HHH(C) in [Kho07], yields the Khovanov-Rozansky homology of β when
C = F (β) is a Rouquier complex. We prefer the notation HKR(C) over HHH(C) for purely
aesthetic reasons.
Now, regard Q[y1, . . . , yn] as a triply graded Q-algebra by declaring deg(yi) = (−2, 0, 2),
and form the triply graded vector space
HH(C) := HH(C)⊗Q Q[y1, . . . , yn]
This vector space has a degree (0, 0, 1) endomorphism of the form
(3.1) ∆′ :=
∑
k1,...,kn
HH(∆k1,...,kn)⊗ yk11 · · · yknn .
Since HH is a functor, it follows that
(3.2) (∆′)2 =
n∑
i=1
HH(xw(i) − xi)⊗ yi,
since HH(xi) = HH(x
′
i) as endomorphisms of HH(C).
Remark 3.2. We may think of HH(C) as a y-ification of HH(C). To be precise, an R-module
may be regarded as an (R,R)-bimodule on which the left and right actions coincide. Then
HH is an Re-linear functor which takes (graded) Re-modules to (bi)graded R-modules. The
assignment C 7→ HH(C) is nothing other than the functor HH : Re-modZ → R-modZ×Z, ex-
tended to the categories of y-ifications Y(Re-modZ)→ Y(R-modZ×Z). Here the superscripts
Z and Z× Z are indicating the groups with respect to which the corresponding modules are
graded.
After reindexing, (3.2) becomes
(∆′)2 =
n∑
i=1
HH(xi)⊗ (yw−1(i) − yi),
hence we arrive at the following.
Lemma 3.3. (∆′)2 = 0 modulo (y1 − yw(1), . . . , yn − yw(n)). 
Definition 3.4. Retain notation as above. In particular C = (C,w,∆) ∈ Y(Re-gmod) is a
y-ification. Let CY(C,w,∆) denote the complex
CY(C) = HH(C)⊗Q Q[y1, . . . , yn]/(y1 − yw(1), . . . , yn − yw(n)).
with differential induced by (3.1). Let HY(C) := H(CY(C)) denote the homology. We refer
to HY(C) as the homology of C.
Example 3.5 (n = 1). Let M = Q[x, y], which is a y-ification of R = Q[x], with zero
differential. The Hochschild cohomology of R is isomorphic to the super-polynomial ring
Q[x, θ] with wt(θ) = AQ−2, as can be computed from the Koszul resolution of R:
0→ Q[x, x′](−2) x−x′−→ Q[x, x′]→ Q[x]→ 0.
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To be more specific, HH(R) is isomorphic to the homology of the complex of homs
HomZ×Z
Q[x,x′]
(
Q[x, x′](−2) x−x′−→ Q[x, x′],Q[x]
) ∼= Q[x] 0−→ Q[x](−2).
This homology is isomorphic to Q[x]⊕Q[x](2,−1), which can also be written as Q[x, θ] where
deg(θ) = (−2, 1, 0). Thus, HH(R[y]) = HH(R)[y] ∼= Q[x, y, θ]. Note that the Poincare´ series
of this homology is
1 + a
(1− q)(1− t)
in terms of the variables (1.3).
Remark 3.6. If K is a knot, then HY(K) ∼= HKR(K)⊗Q Q[y1] by Remark 2.12.
Example 3.7. Let us compute our invariant for the positive Hopf link. The Hopf link is the
closure of σ21, whose y-ification was studied in §2.6. We will focus on the Hochschild degree
zero part. First, apply the functor HomRe(R,−) to each term. This functor sends R 7→ R and
B1 7→ R(−1), since Hom(R,B1) is isomorphic to R, generated by the dot map. The resulting
complex is
R[y](−2) R[y] R[y](2)
0
y1 − y2
x1 − x2
The left-most rightward arrow is zero because x1 − x′1 acts by zero on R. The right-most
rightward arrow is x1−x2 because the composition of dot maps R→ B(1)→ R(2) is x1−x2.
The homology of this complex is generated over R[y1, y2] by two elements α, β, where
α and β are represented by 1 inside the left-most and right-most copies of R, respectively.
The left-most copy of R appears in homological degree zero, hence wt(α) = Q2 = q. The
right-most copy of R is in homological degree 2, hence wt(β) = T 2Q−2 = t. As a bigraded
Q[x,y]-module the homology is isomorphic to
Q[x1, x2, y1, y2] · {α, β} modulo (y1 − y2)α = (x1 − x2)β.
As a module over Q[x,y] the above has two generators (with weights q, t) and one relation
(with weight qt), and no syzygies. Thus, the Poincare´ series of the positive Hopf link at a = 0
is
PHopf |a=0 = 1
(1− q)2(1− t)2 (q + t− qt).
For the higher Hochschild degree components, see §5.1.
3.2. Markov invariance of the y-ified homology. Let us abbreviate by writing CY(β) for
CY(FY(β)), and similarly for HY(β) := H(CY(β)). We wish to prove that HY(β) depends
only on the link L = βˆ, up to isomorphism and overall grading shift.
Proposition 3.8. The y-ified homology is unchanged by Markov moves, up to isomorphism
and overall shift: for all braids β, γ ∈ Brn we have
(1) CY(βγ) ' CY(γβ),
(2) CY(βσn) ' CY(β)(1, 0)[−1],
(3) CY(βσ−1n ) ' CY(β)(3, 1)[0],
These equivalences are equivariant with respect to the action of Q[y]L in each case. For (1),
the statement of equivariance involves the isomorphism Q[y]βγ ∼= Q[y]γβ from Remark 3.1.
Statement (1) of Proposition 3.8 follows from the following more general statement.
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Lemma 3.9. Let C = (C, v,∆C) and D = (D,w,∆D) be y-ifications of C,D ∈ Re-gmod.
Then CY(C⊗D) ∼= CY(D⊗C). This isomorphism is equivariant with respect to the action
of Q[y]vw, using the ring isomorphism Q[y]vw ∼= Q[y]wv from Remark 3.1.
Proof. Recall that C = C[y1, . . . , yn] and D = D[y1, . . . , yn]. The tensor product C⊗D may
be identified with
C⊗D ∼= (C ⊗R D)⊗Q Q[y1, . . . , yn].
The differential takes the form∑
k1,...,kn
(∆kw(1),...,kw(n) ⊗ IdD + IdC ⊗∆k1,...,kn)⊗ yk11 · · · yknn .
Modulo the ideal generated by yi − yvw(i) for all i, this differential equals (after splitting up
the sum and reindexing independently)∑
k1,...,kn
(∆k1,...,kn ⊗ IdD + IdC ⊗∆kv(1),...,kv(n))⊗ (y′1)k1 · · · (y′n)kn ,
where y′i = yw−1(i). Taking HH and using the fact that HH(C⊗RD) ∼= HH(D⊗RC) (naturally
in C and D), shows that CY(C ⊗ D) ∼= CY(C ⊗ D), as claimed. This isomorphism is
Q[y1, . . . , yn]-equivariant, provided that we twist the action on D⊗C by w. 
For the other Markov move (statements (2) and (3) of Proposition 3.8) we first recall a
result on the Hochschild homology of Soergel bimodules, whose proof can be found in [Kho07].
Lemma 3.10. For every M ∈ Ren-gmod we have
(3.3a) HH(M unionsq 11) ∼= HH(M)[xn+1](0, 0)⊕HH(M)[xn+1](2,−1)
(3.3b) HH((M unionsq 11)⊗Bn) ∼= HH(M)[xn+1](−1, 0)⊕HH(M)[xn+1](3,−1),
where (i, j) denotes the shift of bigraded vector spaces, V (i, j)k,l = V i+k,j+l. These isomor-
phisms are natural in M . Furthermore, if b : B → R(1) and b∗ : R(−1) → B are the dot
maps, then in terms of these decompositions we have
HH(IdMunionsq11 ⊗b) =
HH(M)[xn+1](−1, 0)
⊕
HH(M)[xn+1](3, 1)
HH(M)[xn+1](1, 0)
⊕
HH(M)[xn+1](3, 1)
xn − xn+1
Id
and
HH(IdMunionsq11 ⊗b∗) =
HH(M)[xn+1](−1, 0)
⊕
HH(M)[xn+1](1, 1)
HH(M)[xn+1](−1, 0)
⊕
HH(M)[xn+1](3, 1)
xn − xn+1
Id

Proof of Proposition 3.8. Statement (1) of the proposition is an immediate consequence of
Lemma 3.9. Statements (2) and (3) follow by a careful application of Lemma 3.10. We
include the details only for (2), since (3) is similar.
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Let C = (C,w,∆) be a y-ification of C ∈ Kb(Ren-gmod). We will show that CY((C unionsq
11)⊗ FY(σn)) is homotopy equivalent to CY(C) up to overall shift. Let y denote the set of
variables y1, . . . , yn. We may expand FY(σn) according to (2.7a), obtaining(
(C unionsq 11)⊗R F (σn)
)
[y, yn+1] ∼= ((C unionsq 11)⊗R Bn)[y, yn+1] ((C unionsq 11)⊗R R)[y, yn+1](Id⊗b)⊗ 1
(Id⊗b∗)⊗ (yn − yn+1)

Throughout the remainder of the the proof we adopt the convention that a diagram enclosed
in parentheses denotes the complex obtained by taking the direct sum of all the enclosed
objects, with differential given by the sum of all visible arrows together with the differentials
internal to each summand.
Observe that n and n + 1 are in the same cycle of (w ⊗ 1)sn, hence yn and yn+1 end up
being identified in forming CY((C unionsq 11) FY(σn)), hence the leftward arrow above becomes
zero. Now we apply HH, set yn = yn+1, and simplify according to Lemma 3.10:
HH
(
(C unionsq 11)⊗R F (σn)
)
[y, yn+1]/(yn − yn+1) ∼=
HH(C)[xn+1,y](−1, 0)[0]
⊕
HH(C)[xn+1,y](3, 1)[0]
HH(C)[xn+1,y](1, 0)[−1]
⊕
HH(C)[xn+1,y](3, 1)[−1]
xn − xn+1
Id

The bottom row represents a contractible summand. Expanding the other summand according
to Q[xn+1] ∼= Q⊕Q(−2)⊕Q(−4)⊕ · · · gives
HH(C)[y](−1, 0)[0] HH(C)[y](1, 0)[−1]
HH(C)[y](−3, 0)[0] HH(C)[y](−1, 0)[−1]
· · · · · ·
xn
− Id
xn
− Id

.
After a Gaussian elimination (§A.2), this object is homotopy equivalent to HH(C)[y](1, 0)[−1].
We have thus shown that
HH((C unionsq 11)⊗R F (σn))[y, yn+1]/(yn − yn+1) ' HH(C)[y](1, 0)[−1].
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This is an equivalence of y-ifications in Rn[y]-gmod. In particular, taking the further quotient
by (y1 − yw(1), . . . , yn − yw(n)) yields
CY((C unionsq 11)⊗ FY(σn)) ' CY(C)(1, 0)[−1],
as claimed. This proves (2); statement (3) is similar. 
3.3. Homology with coefficients.
Definition 3.11. Let C = (C,w,∆) ∈ Y(Re-gmod) be a y-ification. Let M be a module
over Q[y]w. We define the homology of C with coefficients in M to be
HY(C;M) := H(CY(C;M)), CY(C;M) := CY(C)⊗Q[y]w M.
If C = FY(β), then we also write CY(β;M) = CY(FY(β);M) and HY(β;M) := H(CY(β;M)).
Proposition 3.8 states that CY(β) depends only on the link βˆ up to overall shift and
homotopy equivalence of differential trigradedQ[y]L. This gives the following as an immediate
consequence.
Proposition 3.12. The homology with coefficients HY(β;M) depends only on the link L = βˆ
up to isomorphism. 
Example 3.13. Let Q0 denote the module M = Q with each yc acting by zero, and let
C = (C,w,∆) be a y-ification. Then CY(C;Q0) = HH(C).
Example 3.14. Given a choice of scalars νc ∈ Q, indexed by cycles of w, let Qν denote the
module M = Q with each yc acting by νc. Then the differential on CY(C;Qν) is a sum:∑
k1,...,kn
HH(∆k1,...,kn)⊗ νk11 · · · νknn ,
where we write νi = νc whenever i is in cycle c. Each ∆k1,...,kn has tridegree (2`, 0, 1 − 2`),
where ` = k1 + · · · + kn. Since the νi are rational numbers, their tridegree is (0, 0, 0). Thus
the differential on CY(C;Qν) is in general degQ non-decreasing, and is (degA, degQ + degT )
preserving. In particular HY(C;Qν) is bigraded via (degQ,degA,degT ), and filtered with
respect to degQ.
Remark 3.15. If L = βˆ is a link and pi0(L) is its set of components, then we will regard
HY(L;Qν) = HY(β;Qν) as a family of homology theories, parametrized by points ν ∈ Qpi0(L).
The fiber over zero, i.e. HY(L;Q0), is the usual triply graded Khovanov-Rozansky homology,
and is the unique fiber in which the trigrading does not collapse.
Given remarks in Example 3.14 we have a spectral sequence which computes HY(L;Qν).
Theorem 3.16. There is a spectral sequence with E1 page isomorphic to Khovanov-Rozansky
homology HKR(F (β)) and E∞ page the associated graded of HY(β;Qν) with respect to the
degQ-filtration. 
Remark 3.17. The pages of this spectral sequence are triply graded, via (degQ,degA, degT ).
The differential of the r-th page has degree (2r, 0, 1− 2r), hence is zero for r  0 since, e. g. ,
the E1 page HKR(F (β)) is supported in finitely many homological degrees. In fact dr = 0 for
r > `/2, where ` is the homological width of HKR(β).
Definition 3.18. A complex C ∈ Kb(Re-gmod) is called parity if HKR(C) is supported only
in even or odd homological degrees. A link L is called parity if the Rouquier complex F (β) is
parity for some (hence every) braid representative β.
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Corollary 3.19. Let C = (C,w,∆) be a y-ification of C ∈ Kb(Re-gmod). If C is parity
then HKR(C) ∼= HY(C;Qν) as bigraded vector spaces for all ν ∈ QCycw, after collapsing the
trigrading to a bigrading as above. 
Remark 3.20. The isomorphism in Corollary 3.19 should be regarded as an isomorphism of the
associated graded spaces with respect to the degQ filtration. In particular, it is not generally
an isomorphism of Q[x]w-modules. See the example below.
Example 3.21. Recall the complex which computes the Hochschild degree zero part of the
homology of the positive Hopf link:
R[y](−2) R[y] R[y](2)y1 − y2 x1 − x2
If we specialize yi = νi with ν1 = ν2 ∈ Q, then the homology is isomorphic to Q[x1, x2]/(x1−
x2), generated by a class β in tridegree (−2, 0, 2), direct sum a copy of Q[x1, x2], gener-
ated by a class α in tridegree (2, 0, 0). After collapsing the tridegree (degQ,degT ,degA) to
(degA, degQ + degT ), we find that
HKR(σ
2
1) = HY(σ
2
1;Qν)
∼= βQ[x1, x2]/(x1 − x2)⊕Q[x1, x2]α
where deg(α) = (0, 2).
On the other hand, if we specialize to numbers yi = νi with ν1 6= ν2 ∈ Q, then the first two
terms of the complex cancel one another, and we see that
HY(σ21;Qν)
∼= Q[x1, x2].
As a bigraded vector space, this is isomorphic to HKR(σ
2
1), as claimed.
In §5.2 we consider examples in which the spectral sequence from Theorem 3.16 does not
collapse immediately.
3.4. Modules over the unlink. In what follows we will be interested in studying the ho-
mology of an r-component link HY(L) as a module over the homology of the r-component
unlink Q[x1, . . . , xr, y1, . . . , yn, θ1, . . . , θn]. In order to bring the odd variables θi onto equal
footing with the even variables, it is necessary to pass to derived categories.
Definition 3.22. Let Dn := Db(Ren-gmod) denote the derived category of graded (Rn, Rn)-
bimodules. For each complex
B = · · · - Bk d- Bk+1 - · · ·
and each i, j ∈ Z, let B(i, j) denote the complex
B(i, j) = · · · - Bk+j(i) - Bk+j+1(i) - · · ·.
In other words, B(i, j)k = Bk+j(i).
Remark 3.23. We regard Dn as a monoidal category with derived tensor product
L⊗R and
identity 1 = R. Soergel bimodules are free as left (and right) R-modules, hence the derived
tensor product of Soergel bimodules coincides with the ordinary tensor product. It follows
that SBimn is a full monoidal subcategory of Dn, hence K(SBimn) and Y(SBimn) may be
regarded as full monoidal subcategories of K(Dn) and Y(Dn).
Since Dn has grading shift functors (i, j), we have the bigraded hom spaces HomZ×ZDn (M,N)
as in §2.3.
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Lemma 3.24. We have HomZ×ZDn (1,M)
∼= HH(M) for all graded (R,R)-bimodules M . In
particular,
EndZ×ZDn (1) = HH(R) = Q[x1, . . . , xn]⊗Q Λ[θ1, . . . , θn].
Proof. Given a graded (R,R)-bimodule M , the Hoschchild cohomology of M is the direct sum
of ExtjRe(R,M(i)) over all i, j. But Exts are nothing other than homs in the derived category
Dn of graded Re-modules. This proves the first statement, given that R = 1 is the identity
bimodule.
For the second, we note that EndZ×ZDn (R,R) can be computed by choosing an R
e-free
resolution K• → R and using
EndZ×ZDn (R)
∼= H(EndZ×ZDn (K,K)) ∼= H(EndZ×ZDn (K,R)),
where the underlines mean complex of homs. The algebra structure is most evident from
the expression in the middle, but computations at the level of graded vector spaces are more
accessible from the expression on the right. In any case, for K we have the well known Koszul
resolution of R:
K := (Q[x1, x
′
1](−2)
x1−x′1−→ Q[x1, x′1])⊗Q · · · ⊗Q (Q[xn, x′n](−2)
xn−x′n−→ Q[xn, x′n]).
Taking HomZ×ZDn (K,R) yields
HomZ×ZDn (K,R) = (Q[x1]
0→ Q[x1](2))⊗Q · · · ⊗Q (Q[xn] 0→ Q[xn](2)),
whose homology (easy to compute, given that the differential is zero) is Q[x1, . . . , xn] ⊗Q
Λ[θ1, . . . , θn], in which the xi have bidegree (2, 0) and the θi have bidegree (−2, 1). The
algebra structure is now characterized by the fact that 1, being the monoidal identity in a
graded monoidal category Dn, has a graded commutative endomorphism ring. Alternatively,
one may regard θi as the endomorphism of Koszul complexes which is the identity on all but
one factor, and on the remaining factor is
0 - Q[xi, x′i](−2)
xi−x′i- Q[xi, x′i]
Q[xi, x
′
i](−4)
?
x−x′- Q[xi, x′i](−2)
Id
?
- 0
?
.
From this description it is clear that the composition θi(−2, 1) ◦ θ : R → R(−4, 2) is zero.
Given the Koszul sign rule for defining the tensor product of morphsims with nonzero degree,
it follows also that the θi anti-commute with one another, as claimed. 
Definition 3.25. A class c ∈ HHi,j(M) will be said to have wt(c) = QiAj . Henceforth, we
let θ denote the set of variables θ1, . . . , θn. These are odd variables with wt(θi) = AQ
−2.
Here “odd” means that the θi square to zero and anti-commute with other θj ’s. Additionally,
Q[x,θ] will denote the super-polynomial ring
Q[x,θ] := Q[x1, . . . , xn, θ1, . . . , θn] := Q[x1, . . . , xn]⊗Q Λ[θ1, . . . , θn].
Similarly for Q[x,y,θ].
Now, given any complex C• ∈ K(SBimn), we may include SBimn as a full subcategory in
Dn and then regard C• as an object in K(Dn) (a complex of complexes). It is important that
we are forgetting the triangulated structure, and regarding Dn only as an Re-linear category
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with grading shift functors (i, j). However, K(Dn) is a triangulated category via the usual
mapping cone construction and the usual homological shift [k] in K.Unpacking definitions, we
have
HKR(C) = Hom
Z×Z×Z
K(Dn) (R,C) :=
⊕
i,j,k∈Z
HomK(Dn)(R,C(i, j))[k].
Let us discuss y-ifications in this context. This makes sense since Dn is linear with respect to
Re. The category of y-ifications Y(Dn) is monoidal via the construction in §2.7, and contains
Y(SBimn) as a full monoidal subcategory; it has grading shift functors of the form (i, j)[k]
where (i, j) is inherited from Dn and [k] is the homological shift in Y(· · · ).
Lemma 3.26. We have EndZ×Z×ZY(Dn) (1Y)
∼= Q[x,y,θ]. Moreover, if C = (C,w,∆) ∈ Y(Dn)
is a y-ification associated to the trivial permutation w = 1 ∈ Sn, then
HomZ×Z×ZY(Dn) (1Y ,C)
∼= HY(C).
Finding a similar representation of the y-ified homology when w 6= 1 is slightly more
involved, and we return to this after the proof.
Proof. First, recall a special case of tensor-hom adjunction, which states that of M is an S
module and N is an S[y]-module, then
HomS[y](M [y], N) ∼= HomS(M,N).
An analogue of this fact gives us the the first in the following sequence of isomorphisms:
HomZ×Z×ZY(Dn) (R[y], C[y])
∼= HomZ×Z×ZSeq(Dn)(R,C[y])
∼= HomZ×Z×ZSeq(Dn)(R,C)⊗Q Q[y]
∼= HH(C)⊗Q[y]
= CY(C).
The second isomorphism uses the fact that we only consider homogeneous morphisms, hence
even though Q[y] is infinite dimensional as a vector space, it is finite dimensional in each
degree, hence tensoring with Q[y] commutes with Hom(R,−) (the reader should contrast this
with the case of ungraded vector spaces: if V is countable dimensional then Hom(V,W⊗QQω)
has uncountable dimension, while Hom(V,W ) ⊗Q Qω has countable dimension). The third
isomorphism follows from Lemma 3.24, and the last is by definition. It is an exercise to
follow the differential through this chain of isomorphisms. Taking homology completes the
proof. 
It follows that every y-ification C = (C,w,∆) can be thought of as a bimodule over
Q[x,y,θ], where the left (resp. right) action is induced from the action on the first factor of
1Y ⊗C ∼= C (resp. second factor of C⊗ 1Y ∼= C).
Proposition 3.27. The y-ified homology HY(L) is a well-defined triply graded module over
Q[x,y,θ]L := Q[xc, yc, θc]c∈pi0(L) up to isomorphism and overall shift.
This essentially reduces to a detailed computation in D2, which we take up in the next
section. But first we discuss how to represent the y-ified homology as a hom space, when
w 6= 1.
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Definition 3.28. Let w ∈ Sn be given. Let pi0(w) denote the set of cycles of w, which may
be identified with equivalence classes in {1, . . . , n}. For each pair i 6= j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let
Ki,j(1) ∈ Y(SBimn) denote the Koszul y-ification
Ki,j(1) :=
 Q[x,y](−2) Q[x,y]xi − xj−(yi − yj)
 .
If w ∈ Sn is a permutation and w = τi1,j1 · · · τir,jr is a minimal length expression of w as
a product of transpositions, then we let Kw(1) := Ki1,j1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗Kir,jr(1) be the tensor
product y-ification.
Note that Kw(1) is a y-ification of the Koszul complex (in K(SBimn)) associated to the
sequence xi − xj , indexed by pairs (i, j) with i = w(j).
Proposition 3.29. If C = (C,w,∆) ∈ Y(Dn) is a strict y-ification, then
HomZ×Z×ZY(Dn) (Kw(1),C)
∼= HY(C).
We omit the proof, since we will not need this result elsewhere.
3.5. The odd variables.
Proposition 3.30. Inside D2 we have
(3.4a) EndZ×ZD2 (R)
∼= Q[x1, x2, θ1, θ2] =: A.
(3.4b) HomZ×ZD2 (B,R)
∼= A{b, ω}/(x1 − x2)ω = (θ1 − θ2)b
(3.4c) HomZ×ZD2 (R,B)
∼= A{b∗, ω∗}/(x1 − x2)ω∗ = (θ1 − θ2)b∗
where the degrees are deg(θi) = (−2, 1), deg(b) = deg(b∗) = (1, 0), and deg(ω) = deg(ω∗) =
(−3, 1). The isomorphisms (3.4b) and (3.4c) are isomorphisms of bigraded A-modules. These
morphisms satisfy the following relations
(3.5a) b ◦ ω∗ = θ1 − θ2 = ω ◦ b∗, b ◦ b∗ = x1 − x2 ∈ EndZ×Z(R)
(3.5b) b∗ ◦ ω = θ1 ⊗ Id− Id⊗θ2 = −(θ2 ⊗ Id− Id⊗θ1) = ω∗ ◦ b ∈ EndZ×ZD2 (B)
In fact, post composition with b identifies HomZ×ZD2 (R,B) with the ideal in A generated by
b ◦ b∗ = x1 − x2 and b ◦ ω∗ = θ1 − θ2.
The proof of this proposition occupies the remainder of this subsection.
Definition 3.31. In this subsection, let δi := xi−x′i ∈ Re. Let ξi and ϕi denote odd variables
(i = 1, 2) with wt(ξi) = wt(ϕ1) = A
−1Q2 and wt(ϕ2) = A−1Q4.
Let KR = R
e[ξ1, ξ2] with R
e-linear differential determined by d(ξi) = δi together with the
graded Leibniz rule. In other words,
d : (1, ξ1, ξ2, ξ1ξ2) 7→ (0, δ1, δ2, δ1ξ2 − δ2ξ1)
Let KB = R
e[ϕ1, ϕ2] with R
e-linear differential determined by d(ϕ1) = δ1 + δ2, d(ϕ2) =
x1δ2 + x
′
2δ1 together with the graded Leibniz rule.
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Then KR is isomorphic to R, and KB is isomorphic to B1(−1), in D2. In fact, KR and KB
are resolutions of R and B1(−1) by free graded Re-modules. In particular xi−x′i are homotopic
to zero as endomorphisms of KR and x1 +x2−x′1−x′2 and x1x2−x′1x′2 are homotopic to zero
as endomorphisms of KB. The complexes KR and KB are special cases of Koszul complexes,
hence come with some naturally defined endomorphisms given by “contracting” with the
generating odd variables. We describe these next.
For R we have endomorphisms ιξi : R→ R(−2, 1), i = 1, 2 defined on the level of resolutions
R ∼= KR by
ιξ1 : (1, ξ1, ξ2, ξ1ξ2) 7→ (0, 1, 0, ξ2),
ιξ2 : (1, ξ1, ξ2, ξ1ξ2) 7→ (0, 0, 1,−ξ1).
For B we have endomorphisms ιϕ1 : B → B(−2, 1) and ιϕ2 : B → B(−4, 1) defined on the
level of resolutions B ∼= KB(1) by
ιϕ1 : (1, ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ1ϕ2) 7→ (0, 1, 0, ϕ2),
ιϕ2 : (1, ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ1ϕ2) 7→ (0, 0, 1,−ϕ1).
Definition 3.32. Let θi ∈ EndZ×ZD2 (R) denote the endomorphisms of degree (−2, 1) induced
by ιξi .
Since KR is a projective resolution of the identity bimodule, we have KR ⊗R KB ' KB '
KB ⊗RKR. These equivalences give KB the structure of a bimodule over EndZ×ZD2 (KR), with
actions denoted by γ ⊗ κ and κ ⊗ γ, for γ ∈ EndZ(KR) and κ ∈ EndZ(KB). A precise
understanding of these actions requires the construction of explicit homotopy equivalences
KR ⊗R KB ' KB ' KB ⊗R KR. We focus mainly on the left action, since the right action is
similar.
We have a chain map pi : KR ⊗R KB → KB sending
f(x,x′)⊗ g(x,x′) 7→ f(x,x)g(x,x′), ξi ⊗ 1 7→ 0, 1⊗ ϕi 7→ ϕi,
extended multiplicatively to all of KR ⊗R KB. The inverse homotopy equivalence σ : KB →
KR ⊗R KB is defined by
xi 7→ xi⊗1, x′i 7→ 1⊗x′i, ϕ1 7→ 1⊗ϕ1+ξ1⊗1+ξ2⊗1, ϕ2 7→ 1⊗ϕ2+x1ξ2⊗1+x′2ξ1⊗1.
The composition KB → KR⊗RKB → KB is the identity, and the composition KR⊗RKB →
KB → KR ⊗R KB is homotopic to the identity, with the homotopy defined by
h(1⊗1) = h(xi⊗1) = h(1⊗x′i) = h(ξi⊗1) = h(1⊗ϕi) = 0, h(x′i⊗1) = h(1⊗xi) = ξi⊗1,
extended via the graded Leibniz rule to all of KR⊗RKB. We leave it as an exercise to verify
this; in fact, (pi, σ, h) are the data of a strong deformation retract KR ⊗R KB → KB.
Using the above homotopy equivalences, we obtain an explicit action of End(KR) on KB.
The compositions KB ' KR ⊗R KB θi⊗Id−→ KR ⊗R KB(−2, 1) ' KB satisfy
θ1 ⊗ IdKB : (1, ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ1ϕ2) 7→ (0, 1, x2, ϕ2 − x2ϕ1),
θ2 ⊗ IdKB : (1, ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ1ϕ2) 7→ (0, 1, x1, ϕ2 − x1ϕ1),
extended by Re-linearity.
Similar formulae produce inverse equivalences KB ' KB ⊗R KR, with corresponding right
action of End(KR) determined by
IdKB ⊗θ1 : (1, ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ1ϕ2) 7→ (0, 1, x′2, ϕ2 − x′2ϕ1),
IdKB ⊗θ2 : (1, ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ1ϕ2) 7→ (0, 1, x′1, ϕ2 − x′1ϕ1).
We have proven the following.
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Lemma 3.33. The left and right module EndZ×ZD2 (R) structures on End
Z×Z
D2 (B) satisfy:
θ ⊗ IdB = ιϕ1 − x2ιϕ2 θ2 ⊗ IdKB = ιϕ1 − x1ιϕ2
IdB ⊗θ1 = ιϕ1 − x′2ιϕ2 IdB ⊗θ2 = ιϕ1 − x′1ιϕ2 .

From this lemma, it is clear that the left and right actions of θ1 + θ2 on B are equal in D2.
The dot maps b : B → R(1) and b∗ : R(−1)→ B are represented on the level of resolutions
as the chain maps KB → KR and KR → KB(2) defined by
b : (1, ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ1ϕ2) 7→ (1, ξ1 + ξ2, x1ξ2 + x′2ξ1, (x1 − x′2)ξ1ξ2),
b∗ : (1, ξ1, ξ2, ξ1ξ2) 7→ (x1 − x′2, x1ϕ1 − ϕ2,−x′2ϕ1 + ϕ2, ϕ1ϕ2).
Finally, we define the special morphisms ω : B → R(−3, 1) and ω∗ : R → B(−3, 1) on the
level of resolutions by
ω : (1, ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ1ϕ2) 7→ (0, 0,−1, ξ1 + ξ2),
ω∗ : (1, ξ1, ξ2, ξ1ξ2) 7→ (0, 1,−1, ϕ1).
Given these explicit formulae, it is straightforward to check all of the relations in Proposition
3.30. Now, Lemma 3.10 implies that, as bigradedQ[x1, x2]-modules, HH(B) = Hom
Z×Z
D2 (R,B)
is free of graded rank (Q+AQ−3)(1 +AQ−2). A dimension count shows that post-composing
with b embeds HH(B) into HH(R), with image as asserted. We leave the remaining details
as exercises. 
Corollary 3.34. Regard the complexes F (σ±1 ) as objects in Kb(SBim2) ⊂ Kb(D2). Then
θ1⊗Id− Id⊗θ2 and θ2⊗Id− Id⊗θ1 are null-homotopic as morphisms F (σ±1 )→ F (σ±1 )(−2, 1).
Proof. The following diagrams define the required homotopies.
(3.6)
B
b- R(1, 0)
B(−2, 1) b-
ω∗
ff
R(−1, 1)
R(−1, 0) b
∗
- B(0, 0)
R(−3, 1) b
∗
-
ω
ff
B(−2, 1).

Proof of Proposition 3.27. Consider the triply graded dg algebra E of Re-linear endomor-
phisms of the Rouquier complex F (σ±1 ) ∈ Kb(D2). Inside E we have homotopies hx and hθ
with degrees (2, 0,−1) and (−2, 1,−1), satisfying
d(hx) = x1 − x′2 = −(x2 − x′1), d(hθ) = θ1 − θ′2 = −(θ2 − θ′1).
These homotopies hθ are defined by (3.6) and, hx is given by
B
b - R(1)
B(2)
b -
b∗
ff
R(3)
R(−1) b
∗
- B
R(1)
b∗-
b
ff
B(2).
.
These homotopies square to zero and anti-commute with one another. Now, let β is any braid,
and let D be the link diagram associated to βˆ. If p, q are two points which are on opposite
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sides of a crossing, then we have homotopies h
(x)
p,q and h
(θ)
p,q of F (β), given by the appropriate
homotopy hx or hθ acting on the appropriate tensor factor F (σ
±
i ).
These homotopies anti-commute with one-another and square to zero. By construction,
the strict y-ification CY(β) can be described as
CY(β) := HH(F (β))⊗Q Q[y]L
with differential ∆ = dC+∆1, where ∆1 is linear in y and is a sum of terms hp,q⊗yc where c is
a component of the link βˆ and p, q run over a set of pairs of points on c, lying on opposite sides
of some crossing. From the aforementioned anti-commuting property, it follows that h
(x)
p,q and
h
(θ)
p,q also define homotopies on the y-ification CY(β), which slide x and θ past crossings. 
4. Link splitting and flatness
Throughout this section we abbreviate by writing
Q[y]L := Q[yc]c∈pi0(L), Q[x,y,θ]L := Q[xc, yc, θc]c∈pi0(L).
4.1. Split union.
Definition 4.1. If L,L′ ⊂ R3 are links, their split union is the link LunionsqL′ in which L and L′
are separated by a 2-sphere. Given any link L, we let split(L) denote the split union of the
components of L. A link is split if it can be written as the split union of two nontrivial links,
and a link is totally split if it is the split union of a finite collection of knots, i.e. L = split(L).
Let pi0(L) denote the set of components of L, we assume that we are given a natural bijection
between pi0(L) and pi0(split(L)). More generally, if two links L and L
′ are related by a sequence
of crossing changes which only involves crossing changes between different components, we
can identify the components of L with the ones of L′, and define a bijection between pi0(L)
and pi0(L
′). This bijection defines a canonical isomorphism Q[y]L ' Q[y]split(L).
The following describes the behavior of HY(L) with respect to split union.
Proposition 4.2. If L unionsq L′ is the split union of L and L′, then
HY(LunionsqL′) ∼= HY(L)⊗QHY(L′) and HY(LunionsqL′;Qν,ν′) ∼= HY(L;Qν)⊗QHY(L′;Qν′)
for all ν ∈ Qpi0(L), ν ′ ∈ Qpi0(L′).
Proof. We may represent LunionsqL′ by a “split union” of braids β unionsq β′ where βˆ = L and βˆ′ = L′.
On the level of complexes it is clear that CY(β unionsq β′) ∼= CY(β) ⊗Q CY(β′). The Ku¨nneth
theorem (for complexes over Q) gives us an isomorphism in homology HY(βunionsqβ) ∼= HY(β)⊗Q
HY(β′), which can be checked is equivariant with respect to Q[x,y,θ]L. This proves the first
statement.
For the second, we need only observe that CY(β unionsq β′;Qν,ν′) ∼= CY(β;Qν)⊗Q CY(β′;Qν′)
and then use the Ku¨nneth theorem over Q. 
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4.2. Link splitting maps. An astute reader may have noticed the similarity between our
definitions of FY(σi) and FY(σ
−1
i ). Specifically, if yi − yi+1 is invertible, then the two com-
plexes are isomorphic. In fact, the following diagram defines a morphism FY(σi)→ FY(σ−1i ):
(4.1) Bi[y] R[y](1)
R[y](−1) Bi[y]
b⊗ 1
−b∗ ⊗ (yi − yi+1)
b∗ ⊗ 1
−b⊗ (yi − yi+1)
Id⊗1− Id⊗(yi − yi+1)
After a Gaussian elimination (§A.2), the cone of this morphism is
(4.2) Cone(ψi) ' R[y](−1) R[y](1)
(xi − xi+1)⊗ 1
− Id⊗(yi − yi+1)
If we invert (yi−yi+1), then this complex becomes contractible, hence ψi : FY(σi)→ FY(σ−1i )
becomes an equivalence. We also define another morphism FY(σ−1i ) → FY(σi) of tridegree
(−2, 0, 2):
(4.3) Bi[y] R[y](1)
R[y](−1) Bi[y]
b⊗ 1
−b∗ ⊗ (yi − yi+1)
b∗ ⊗ 1
−b⊗ (yi − yi+1)
Id⊗(yi − yi+1)− Id⊗1
This construction yields the following.
Proposition 4.3. Let β+ and β− be braids which differ in a single crossing:
β± = β′σ±i β
′′
for some braids β′, β′′ ∈ Brn, and some i. There exists a chain map ψ+β′,i,β′′ : FY(β+) →
FY(β−) and a chain map ψ−β′,i,β′′ : FY(β
−)→ FY(β+)(−2)[2] such that
ψ+β′,i,β′′ψ
−
β′,i,β′′ = ψ
−
β′,i,β′′ψ
+
β′,i,β′′ = Id⊗(yi − yi+1).
If the two strands involved in the σ±i lie on components c 6= c′ then ψ±β′,i,β′′ become homotopy
equivalences after inverting (yc − y′c). 
These splitting maps ψ± allow us to discuss the homology of L “in reference” to the the
homology of split(L). Surprisingly, in many cases the y-ified homology of L embeds in the
y-ified homology of split(L) (see Theorem 4.21). How this works for the positive Hopf link is
illustrated in §4.3. We return to this point in §5.
We now arrive at our link splitting property.
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Corollary 4.4. Let L = L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lr be a link with components Li, and let M be a module
over Q[y]L such that yi − y1 acts invertibly on M for all i 6= 1. Then
HY(L;M) ∼= HY(L1;M)⊗Q HY(L2 ∪ · · · ∪ Lr;M)
as (bigraded or triply graded) Q[x,y,θ]L-modules.
Proof. By switching crossings between L1 and the other components, we may unlink L1 from
the rest of the link L2 ∪ · · · ∪Lr. This gives us a link splitting map CY(L)→ CY(L1 unionsq (L2 ∪
· · · ∪ Lr)), where unionsq here denotes split union. 
Remark 4.5. For instance, we could take M = Q[y]L[(yc − yd)−1]c 6=d. Localizing in this way
involves no collapse of degrees, since we are inverting homogeneous elements. Thus, for this
choice of M , HY(L;M) is a triply graded Q[x,y,θ]-module. For other choices of M the triple
grading on CY(β;M) collapses to a bigrading upon taking homology, as in Example 3.14.
Remark 4.6. Combining this with the spectral sequence from Theorem 3.16, we see that there
is a spectral sequence with E2 page HKR(L) and E∞ page HKR(split(L)) with the collapsed
gradings (degA, degQ + degT ).
Corollary 4.4 allows us to reinterpret the homology with coefficients HY(L,Qν) in a more
intuitive way.
Corollary 4.7. A point ν ∈ Qpi0(L) defines a set partition pi0(L) = unionsqaΠa such that νc = νc′
if and only if c, c′ belong to the same block Πa for some a. Define L(Πa) = ∪c∈ΠaLc. Then
HY(L,Qν) ∼=
⊗
a
HKR(L(Πa))
with the collapsed gradings.
Proof. By construction, c and c′ are in different blocks then νc − νc′ is invertible and by
Proposition 4.3 we can arbitrarily change the crossings between Lc and Lc′ . This implies
HY(L,Qν) ∼= HY(unionsqaL(Πa),Qν) =
⊗
a
HY(L(Πa),Qν).
Since νc = νc′ for all c, c
′ ∈ Πa, one has HY(L(ΠA),Qν) ∼= HKR(L(Πa)). 
Example 4.8. Suppose that L has 3 components. The space Q3 can be stratified as follows:
there are three planes {ν1 = ν2}, {ν1 = ν3} and {ν2 = ν3} which intersect in a line {ν1 =
ν2 = ν3}. If ν is on the latter line, HY(L,Qν) ∼= HKR(L). If ν belongs to the plane {ν1 = ν2}
(outside of the line) then HY(L,Qν) ∼= HKR(L1 ∪ L2)⊗HKR(L3). If ν is generic (outside of
the planes) then
HY(L,Qν) ∼= HKR(L1)⊗HKR(L2)⊗HKR(L3) ∼= HY(split(L),Qν).
Definition 4.9. A link L is said to be parity if HKR(L) is supported in only even homological
degrees. Similarly, a braid β is parity if L = βˆ is parity.
For example positive torus links are parity by work of Elias, Hogancamp, and Mellit [EH;
Hogb; Mel].
Corollary 4.10. If HKR(L) is parity, then HKR(L) ∼= HKR(split(L)) as bigraded vector
spaces. In particular
PL(q, t, a)|t=1 = Psplit(L)(q, t, a)t=1.
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Proof. Choose a braid representative β ∈ Brn of L. Let ν1, . . . , νn ∈ Q be such that νi − νj
is zero if i and j are on the same component of L and invertible otherwise (here we are
identifying the integers 1, . . . , n with the points along the bottom of the braid diagram).
Assume that L is parity. Then the spectral sequence from Theorem 3.16 collapses at the
E1 page. Indeed, the differential dr has homological degree 1 − 2r, hence is zero for r ≥ 1
by the parity condition. Thus E1 = E2 = · · · = E∞. The E1 page is HKR(L), and the
E∞ page is the associated graded of HY(L;Qν) with respect to the degQ-filtration which,
if we forget the Q[x]-action and think of HY(L;Qν) only as a bigraded vector space, is
E∞ ∼= HY(L;Qν). This shows that HKR(L) ∼= HY(L;Qν) as bigraded vector spaces. On
the other hand, HY(L;Qν) ∼= HY(split(L);Qν) by Corollary 4.4, which is isomorphic to
HKR(split(L)) by the same argument. This completes the proof of the first statement.
For the final statement, recall that q = Q2, and t = T 2Q−2. Thus collapsing the trigrading
(degQ,degA, degT ) to a bigrading (degA,degQ + degT ) corresponds to setting t = 1 in the
Poincare´ series. 
Remark 4.11. This isomorphism does not respect the Q[x]-action. For instance if L = σ̂21 is
the positive Hopf link and R = Q[x1, x2], then the Hochschild degree zero part
H0KR(L)
∼= R(−2)⊕R/(x1 − x2)(2)[−2]
has R-torsion, but H0KR(split(L)) = R has no R-torsion. Nonetheless, H
0
KR(L)
∼= R as vector
spaces, graded via degQ + degT .
In what follows we will need an explicit map between the y-ified complexes for L and for
split(L).
Proposition 4.12. Suppose that a link L′ is obtained from L by a sequence of crossing changes
between different components which involves pc,c′ (resp. nc,c′) positive to negative (resp. neg-
ative to positive) crossing changes between the components Lc and Lc′. Let p =
∑
c,c′ pc,c′
and n =
∑
c,c′ nc,c′. Then there is a pair of chain maps ΨL→L′ : CY(L) → CY(L′),ΨL′→L :
CY(L′)→ CY(L) of tridegrees (−2n, 0, 2n) and (−2p, 0, 2p) such that
ΨL→L′ΨL′→L =
∏
c,c′
(yc − yc′)pc,c′+nc,c′ · IdCY(L′),
ΨL′→LΨL→L′ =
∏
c,c′
(yc − yc′)pc,c′+nc,c′ · IdCY(L) .
Proof. We can define ΨL→L′ as a composition of maps ψ± from Proposition 4.3 associated to
each crossing change. The desired equation immediately follows from Proposition 4.3. 
Remark 4.13. The map ΨL→L′ actually depends on the sequence of crossing changes and not
only on L and L′.
Corollary 4.14. Given a link L and a sequence of crossing changes between different com-
ponents which transforms it to split(L), one can define a map
ΨL→split(L) : CY(L)→ CY(split(L)).
We will call it a splitting map and simply denote by Ψ if a link L and a sequence of crossing
changes is clear from the context.
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4.3. Full twist on two strands. Consider the following diagram:
(4.4)
R[y1, y2](−2) R[y1, y2](2)
B1[y1, y2](−1) B1[y1, y2](1) R[y1, y2](2)
R[y1, y2]
(x1 − x′1)⊗ 1
Id⊗(y1 − y2)
b⊗ 1
b∗ ⊗ 1
Id⊗(y1 − y2)
b⊗ 1 Id⊗1
.
The middle row is FY(σ21), up to equivalence (see §2.6), and the lower half of the diagram
is an illustration of the canonical map ψ : FY(σ21)→ R[y]. The two arrows in the top half of
the diagram describe morphisms α1 : R[y](−2)→ FT2 and α2 : R[y](2)[−2]→ FT2.
Taking homology, we see that α1 and α2 are the generators of HY(σ
2
1), and composing with
ψ, their images are x1 − x2 and −(y1 − y2), respectively. We conclude that the A-degree zero
part of HY(σ21) is isomorphic to the ideal in R[y1, y2] generated by α := x1−x2 and β := y1−y2.
As a module over R[y1, y2], this ideal is generated by α, β, modulo (y1 − y2)α = (x1 − x2)β.
This agrees with the computation in Example 3.7. For the higher Hochschild degree parts,
see §5.1.
Observe that after inverting y1−y2 we have α = x1−x2y1−y2 β, and the y-ified homology collapses
to a copy of R = Q[x1, x2], generated by β.
4.4. Flatness over y.
Definition 4.15. We will say that a braid β ∈ Brn (or the link L it represents) is y-flat if
HY(β) is free as a module over Q[y]L.
Below we give several examples of y-flat links and criteria for y-flatness of links. To establish
these, we recall some classical facts from commutative algebra and include their proofs for
completeness. Consider the algebra A = Q[yc],∈pi0(L). Let C be a finite complex of finitely
generated free graded A-modules. Then, for an appropriate graded subspace C0 ⊂ C, we have
C = C0 ⊗Q A.
The differential on C is A-linear, hence induces a differential on C0, uniquely characterized
by
dC = dC0 ⊗ 1 + (higher degree terms).
Clearly, in every grading the corresponding subcomplex of C is finite-dimensional, and so is
its homology. For every point ν ∈ Qpi0(L) one can define the specialization Cν = C ⊗A Qν of
C at ν. In particular, C0 is the specialization of C at 0.
Lemma 4.16. Suppose that H∗(C) ' H∗(C0)⊗A as graded vector spaces. Then H∗(C) is a
free A-module.
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Proof. We can write the differential on C as d = d0 + d>0, where d>0 consists of all terms of
positive y-degree. By Gaussian elimination one can replace (C0, d0) by a homotopy equivalent
complex C ′0 with zero differential. Thus, C ′0 = H(C0). Since d0 consists of the y-degree zero
terms of d, this sequence of Gaussian eliminations is the reduction modulo A>0 of an A-
equivariant homotopy equivalence (also a sequence of Gaussian eliminations) C
∼→ C ′. By
construction, C ′ ' H∗(C0)⊗A with some A-equivariant differential d′, hence
H(C) ∼= H(C ′) ∼= H(H(C0)⊗A, d′).
But by hypothesis, H(C) ∼= H(C0)⊗A. This forces d′ = 0 (otherwise the total rank of H(C)
would be smaller than expected; recall that H(C) is finite dimensional in each degree). We
conclude that C ' H(C) ∼= H(C0)⊗A, which is free. 
We say that ν is generic if νc 6= νc′ for all c 6= c′.
Lemma 4.17. Suppose that H∗(C0) ' H∗(Cν) as graded vector spaces for all generic ν.
Then H∗(C) is a free A-module.
Proof. Let us replace C by a homotopy equivalent complex C ′ as in the proof of Lemma 4.16,
then C ′ ' H∗(C, d0) ' H∗(C0)⊗A. Therefore C ′ν ' H∗(C0). On the other hand, Cν and C ′ν
are homotopy equivalent for all ν, so for generic ν the chain groups of C ′ are isomorphic to
its homology, and the differential in C ′ν vanishes. On the other hand, the differentials in C ′
are given by certain matrices with entries in A, so if these matrices vanish for all generic ν
then they vanish everywhere. 
Lemma 4.18. Suppose that M and N are complexes of free graded A–modules, f : M →
N is a chain map and H∗(M) is free over A. Let f∗ν : H∗(M,Qν) → H∗(N,Qν) be the
specialization of f in homology with coefficients Qν . If fν is injective for all generic ν then
f∗ : H∗(M)→ H∗(N) is injective.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.16, we can replaceM by a homotopy equivalent complexM ′
of free A-modules with zero differential. Suppose that f∗(α) = 0 for some α ∈M ′ ∼= H∗(M),
then f(α) = d(β) fore some β ∈ N . Let αν and βν denote the specializations of α and β at
the point ν, then fν(αν) = dν(βν) and f
∗
ν (αν) = 0 for all ν. For generic ν, the map f
∗
ν is
injective, so αν = 0, therefore α = 0. 
Lemma 4.19. Any totally split link L = split(L) is y-flat. In particular, knots are y-flat.
Proof. If L = L1 unionsq · · · unionsq Lr is a totally split link, then Proposition 4.2 says
HY(L) ∼= HY(L1)⊗Q · · · ⊗Q HY(Lr).
Each Li is a knot, hence is yi-flat (Remark 3.6), hence L is y-flat. 
Theorem 4.20. The following are equivalent:
(1) L is y-flat.
(2) HKR(L) ∼= HKR(split(L)) upon collapse of the trigrading to the (degA,degQ + degT )
bigrading.
In particular, if L is parity, then L is y-flat.
Proof. Assume first that HKR(L) ∼= HKR(split(L)) after collapse of the trigrading. Then for
generic ν we have
HY(L,Qν) ∼= HY(split(L),Qν) ∼= HKR(split(L)) ∼= HKR(L).
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The first isomorphism is from the link splitting property (Corollary 4.4), the middle isomor-
phism holds since HY(split(L)) is y-flat, and the last isomorphism holds by hypothesis. By
Lemma 4.17 HY(L) is a free Q[x,y]L-module.
Conversely, if HY(L) is free then HY(L,Qν) ∼= HKR(L) for all ν, after collapse of the
trigrading, so if ν is generic then
HKR(split(L)) ∼= HY(split(L),Qν) ∼= HY(L,Qν) ∼= HKR(L).

As an important corollary we have the following.
Theorem 4.21. Let L be arbitrary link.
(a) There is an injective map f : HY(split(L)) → HY(L) which is homogeneous but
possibly of nonzero degree.
(b) Let L′ be obtained from L by a sequence of crossing changes between different compo-
nents. If L is y-flat (for instance, if L is parity) then any splitting map Ψ : HY(L)→
HY(L′) defined as in Corollary 4.14 is injective.
Proof. (a) follows from (b), given that split(L) is y-flat (we can use Proposition 4.12 and
define f = Ψsplit(L)→L.
(b) Suppose HY(L) is a free Q[y]-module, and let Ψ : CY(L) → CY(L′) be a splitting
map defined as in Proposition 4.12. By Corollary 4.4 Ψν : HY(L,Qν) → HY(L′,Qν) is an
isomorphism for generic ν. By Lemma 4.18 HY(L,Q)→ HY(L′) is injective. 
For instance, if β = (σn−1 · · ·σ2σ1)m, then β̂ is the (n,m) torus link. Results of Elias,
Hogancamp, and Mellit compute the homology of arbitrary positive torus links. In particular,
positive torus links are parity.
Corollary 4.22. If m,n ≥ 1 are coprime, then splitting map identifies HY(T (nd,md)) with
a Q[x1, . . . , xd, y1, . . . , yd, θ1, . . . , θd]-submodule of HY(T (n,m))
⊗d.
As a special case, we see that the y-ified homology of T (n, nk) is isomorphic to an ideal
in Q[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn, θ1, . . . , θn]. Identifying this ideal exactly is the subject of the next
section.
5. The ideal associated to a braid
In this section we compute the y-ified homologies of several pure braids, and identify them as
ideals in Q[x,y,θ]. Throughout this section let Dn = Db(Ren-gmod) be the bounded derived
category of graded (R,R)-bimodules, as in §3.5. Let 1 ∈ SBimn ⊂ Dn be the monoidal
identity, and let 1Y = 1[y] denote the monoidal identity of Y(Dn).
Let Aij = σj−1 · · ·σi+1σ2i σ−1i+1 · · ·σ−1j−1 denote Artin’s generator of the pure braid group.
Graphically, we have
Aij =
i j
Since Aij can be split by a single positive to negative crossing change, we have a splitting
map ψij : FY(Aij)→ 1.
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Definition 5.1. If β ∈ Brn is a product of the braids Aij , let ψβ : FY(β) → 1 denote the
corresponding tensor product in Y(SBimn) of the maps ψij . Let Ideal(β) ⊂ Q[x,y,θ] denote
the image of the induced map in homology HY(β)→ HY(1) = Q[x,y,θ].
Since 1Y is the monoidal identity, every square of the form
C⊗ 1Y Id⊗g- C⊗ 1Y(i, j)[k]
D⊗ 1Y
f⊗Id
?
Id⊗g- D⊗ 1Y(i, j)[k]
f⊗Id
?
commutes, where f : C→ D is any morphism of y-ifications and g ∈ Q[x,y, θ] is any element,
thought of as an endomorphism of 1Y . Since taking homology is a functor it follows that the
induced map in homology HY(C)→ HY(D) is linear with respect to Q[x,y,θ].
It follows that Ideal(β) is an ideal. If HY(β) is parity, then HY(β) ∼= Ideal(β), and each
is free as a Q[y]-module by Corollary 3.19 and Theorem 4.21. The goal of this section is to
identify these ideals in the case when β = FTkn and β = Ln.
Example 5.2. As special cases we have Jucys-Murphy braids Ln = σn−1 · · ·σ2σ21σ2 · · ·σn−1,
so-named because of a relation between these braids and the q-analogues of Jucys-Murphy
elements in Hecke algebras. These are pure braids, and can be written as products of the
generators Aij :
Ln = A1,nA2,n · · ·An−1,n.
Also, the full twist braid FTn = L2 · · · Ln =
∏
i<j Ai,j can be written as a positive product of
the Ai,j .
5.1. Computations on two strands. Let FT2 = σ
2
1 be the full-twist on two strands. We
claim that the y-ified Rouquier complex for FTk2 (k > 0) is homotopy equivalent to the
following:
FY(FTk2) '
B[y](1− 2k) B[y](3− 2k) · · ·
· · · B[y](−3 + 2k) B[y](−1 + 2k) R[y](2k)
x1 − x′1
y1 − y2
x1 − x′2
x1 − x′1
y1 − y2
x1 − x′2 b
where B = B1. Based on the computation of FT
k
2 in [Kho07], the above is indeed a y-ification
of the Rouquier complex for FTk2, hence uniqueness of y-ifications proves our claim. Any
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morphism FT⊗k2 → 1 can be expressed diagrammatically as
B′ B′ B′ · · · B′ B′ R′
R′
x1 − x′1
y1 − y2
x1 − x′2 x1 − x
′
1
y1 − y2
x1 − x′2 x1 − x
′
1
y1 − y2
b
where we have omitted all degree shifts and abbreviated B′ := B[y], R′ := R[y]. It is an easy
exercise to verify that there is a unique morphism of y-ifications (up to scaling by Q) in which
the left-most arrow is (x1 − x2)k−1b, the next arrow to the right is (x1 − x2)k−2(y1 − y2)b,
continuing in this way until the second to last arrow on the right (y1−y2)k−2b, and finally that
the right-most arrow is multiplication by (y1 − y2)k. Thus, this must be splitting morphism
up to unit scalar. Taking HH yields the diagram:
HH(B)[y] HH(B)[y] · · · HH(B)[y] HH(B)[y] Q[x,y,θ]
Q[x,y,θ]
y1 − y2 x1 − x2 x1 − x2 y1 − y2 b
Recall Proposition 3.30, which states that the map in homology induced by b : B(−1)→ R
identifies HH(B(−1)) = HomZ×ZD2 (R,B)(−1) with the ideal in Q[x1, x2, θ1, θ2] generated by
x1−x2 and θ1−θ2. Every element c in the above complex (top row of the diagram) is a cycle if
and only the homological degree of c is even. Given the above description of the link splitting
map ψ, it follows the image of HY(ψ) : HY(FTk2)→ Q[x,y,θ] equals the ideal generated by
(x1 − x2)i(y1 − y2)j (i+ j = k) and (x1 − x2)i(y1 − y2)j(θ1 − θ2) (i+ j = k − 1). Define the
ideal
J2 = (x1 − x2, y1 − y2, θ1 − θ2).
Since (θ1 − θ2)2 = 0, the image of HY(ψ) coincides with J k2 , and we have just proven the
following.
Proposition 5.3. For k > 0, the image of HY(FTk2) under the canonical embedding in
Q[x1, x2, y1, y2, θ1, θ2] equals the ideal J k2 , as triply graded Q[x,y,θ]-modules. Consequently
HY(FTk2) is spanned by the tensor products of classes in HY(FT2). 
Corollary 5.4. The ring
⊕
k≥0 HY(FT
k
2) is isomorphic to Q[x1, x2, y1, y2, α, β]⊗QΛ[θ1, θ2, γ]
modulo
(5.1) (x1 − x2)β = (y1 − y2)α, (x1 − x2)γ = (θ1 − θ2)α, (y1 − y2)γ = (θ1 − θ2)β.
This ring is quadruply graded, via deg(xi) = (2, 0, 0, 0), deg(yi) = (−2, 0, 2, 0), deg(θi) =
(−2, 1, 0, 0), deg(α) = (2, 0, 0, 1), deg(β) = (−2, 0, 2, 1), deg(γ) = (−2, 1, 0, 1).
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Proof. The vector space
⊕
k≥0 HY(FT
k
2) has the structure of a quadruply graded algebra
where three of the gradings are the usual ones in HY(FTkn), and the fourth grading is by
powers k. The algebra structure is inherited from the composition
HY
(
FTk2
)
⊗HY
(
FTl2
)
→ HY
(
FTk+l2
)
.
According to Proposition 5.3, this algebra is generated in degree 1, i.e. is generated by
HY(FT2) is generated as a module over Q[x,y,θ] by α, β and an odd variable γ, which map
to x1−x2, y1− y2, respectively (θ1− θ2) under the link splitting map HY(FT2)→ Q[x,y,θ].
The relations (5.1) hold in Q[x,y,θ], hence the also hold in HY(FT2) by injectivity of the link
splitting map. No further relations hold, again by examining the image of HY(FTk2) under
the link splitting map. 
We record the following important consequence of Proposition 5.3 below.
Proposition 5.5. Let β ∈ Brn be expressed as a product of braids Aij (for instance β =
La11 · · · Lann ) with a1, . . . , an ≥ 0), and let ψ : FY(β)→ R[y] be the splitting map. If HY(β) is
parity, then
(1) ψ is injective in homology, and identifies HY(β) with an ideal
Ideal(β) ⊂ Q[x,y,θ].
(2) HY(β) ∼= Ideal(β) is free as Q[y1, . . . , yn]-module.
(3) Ideal(β) is contained in the intersection of ideals
⋂
i<j Jmijij where Jij is the ideal
generated by xi − xj, yi − yj and θi − θj, and mij is the multiplicity of Aij in the
expression of β (that is, the linking number between the ith and jth strands).
Proof. Statement (1) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.21, and (2) is an immediate
consequence of Theorem 4.20. For (3), observe that the splitting map FY(β)→ R[y] factors
through the splitting map ψ⊗mij : FY(A
m
ij )→ R[y], where m = mij is the multiplicity. Hence
Ideal(β) ⊂ Ideal(Amij ).
On the other hand, Amij is conjugate to σ
2m
i , hence Proposition 5.3 implies that the map in
homology induced by ψ⊗mij has image
ψ⊗mij (HY(A
m
ij )) = Jmij .
Thus, Ideal(β) is contained in the intersection of all such ideals, which is (3). 
Remark 5.6. The condition ai > 0 does not imply parity of La11 · · · Lann . For example, L23 has
homology in both even and odd homological degrees. However, it is conjectured in [GNR;
ORb] that La11 · · · Lann is parity when a1 ≥ a2 ≥ · · · ≥ an.
5.2. Negative twists on two strands. In contrast with the positive powers of the full twist,
the homologies of the powers of negative full twist are rather subtle. In particular, they are
not y-flat and do not inject into the homology of the unlink. To simplify the notations, we
consider the Hochschild degree zero part of the homology of FT−22 . The corresponding y-ified
complex has the form:
R[y] B[y] B[y] B[y] B[y]
b∗
y1 − y2
x1 − x′1
y1 − y2
x1 − x′2 x1 − x
′
1
After taking HH0 we get
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Q[x,y] Q[x,y] Q[x,y] Q[x,y] Q[x,y]
1
y1 − y2 y1 − y2
x1 − x2
Therefore
HY0(FT−22 ) ' Q[x,y]⊕Q[x,y]/(x1 − x2, y2 − y2).
With respect to the above decomposition, the class (1, 0) has tridegree (−4, 0, 0) and the class
(0, 1) has tridegree (0, 0,−1). In particular, HY(FT−22 ) is not free as a Q[y]-module, and is
not parity.
One can also consider the homology with coefficients Qν . For ν1 = ν2 (say, ν = 0) one has
HY0(FT−22 ,Qν1=ν2) ∼= H0KR(FT−22 ) ' Q[x]⊕Q[x]/(x1 − x2).
On the other hand,
HY0(FT−22 ,Qν1 6=ν2) ' H0KR(12) ∼= Q[x].
For ν1 6= ν2, the spectral sequence from HKR(FT−22 ) to HY0(FT−22 ,Qν) does not collapse and
has a nontrivial differential.
5.3. The Jucys-Murphy braids. In this section we identify HY(Ln) with an ideal inside
Q[x,y]. Our goal is to prove the following.
Proposition 5.7. The homology HY(Ln) is isomorphic to the product of ideals J1,nJ2,n · · · Jn−1,n ⊂
Q[x,y]. The graded dimension is
PLn(q, t, a) =
1 + a
(1− q)(1− t)
(
q + t− qt+ a
(1− q)(1− t)
)n−1
.
Proof. We first observe that Ideal(Ln) is contained in J1,n∩J2,n∩· · ·∩Jn−1,n, and contains the
product J1,n · · · Jn−1,n by Proposition 5.5, together with the fact that Ln = A1,nA2,n · · ·An−1,n.
The ideals Ji,n are independent from one another, hence the intersection of ideals here is equal
to the product.
To compute the graded dimension, consider J1,n · · · Jn−1,n as a triply graded Q[x,y]-
module. It is generated by
{xn, yn, θn} unionsq {α1, . . . , αn−1, β1, . . . , βn−1, γ1, . . . , γn−1}
modulo the relations (xi − xn)βi = (yi − yn)αi. Here, αi = xi − xn, βi = yi − yn, and
γi = θi − θn. There are no higher syzygies, hence the graded dimension is as claimed (the
generators αi, βi, γi have degree q, t, a and the relations have degree qt). 
6. The full twist ideals
In this section, we compute the homology of the full twist and prove Theorem 1.5. We
start with some general results.
6.1. Canonicalness of the splitting map FTn → 1. The main goal of this section is to
prove the following.
Proposition 6.1. The Hochschild degree zero part of HomZ×Z×ZY(Dn) (FTn,1) is isomorphic to
Q[x,y], generated by the splitting map Ψ : FTn → 1.
The splitting map Ψ is clearly not null-homotopic because it induces an isomorphism
HY(FTn,Qν) → HY(1,Qν) for generic ν. Thus we need only prove the first statement.
Given that FTn is invertible, this is equivalent to showing that the Hochschild degree zero
part of HomZ×Z×ZY(Dn) (1,FT
−1
n ) is isomorphic to Q[x,y].
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Lemma 6.2. For any complexes C,C ′ ∈ Kb(SBimn−1) the complex of Homs satisfies
HomZ×ZK(SBimn)(1n, (C unionsq 11)⊗ F (σn−1)⊗ (C
′ unionsq 11)) ' HomZ×ZK(SBimn−1)(1n−1, C ⊗ C
′),
HomZ×ZK(SBimn)(1n, (C unionsq 11)⊗ F (σ
−1
n−1)⊗ (C ′ unionsq 11)) ' 0.
Proof. These relations are obtained by taking Hochschild degree zero part of the Markov
moves for Khovanov-Rozansky homology (see Lemma 3.10). 
Throughout the remainder of this section, let Lk = σk−1 · · ·σ2σ21σ2 · · ·σk−1 ∈ Brn. By
abuse of notation, we also let Lk denote the Rouquier complex F (Lk) ∈ Kb(SBimn) or the
y-ified Rouquier complex FY(Lk). The meaning of Lk will be clear from context.
Lemma 6.3. Let C = (C,w,∆) ∈ Y(SBimn−1) be a y-ification. Then HomY(SBim)(1n, (C unionsq
11)⊗ L−1n ) ' HomY(SBim)(1n, C unionsq 11).
Proof. We will prove by induction that
(6.1) HomY(SBim)(1n, (Cunionsq11)⊗(1n−kunionsqL−1k )) ' HomY(SBim)(1n, (Cunionsq11)⊗(1n−k+1unionsqL−1k−1)).
The base case k = 0 is a tautology. Now, fix 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. Recall diagram (4.1), which
defines the splitting map ψ : FY(σn−k)→ FY(σ−1n−k). The cone on this map is given in (4.2).
Tensoring this map on the right with FT(σ−1n−k) gives a map ψ
′ : 1n → FY(σ−2n−k) such that
Cone(ψ′) '
(
FY(σ−1n−k)[1](−1) FY(σ−1n−k)(1)
)
=: Z ′
It follows that there is a distinguished triangle in Y(SBimn)
1n → FY(σ−2n−k)→ Z ′ → 1n[1].
Tensoring on the left with FY(σ−1n · · ·σ−1n−k+1) and on the right with FY(σ−1n−k+1 · · ·σ−1n−1)
gives a distinguished triangle in Y(SBimn):
(6.2) 1n−k+1 unionsq L−1k+1 → 1n−k unionsq L−1k → Z → (1n−k+1 unionsq L−1k+1)[1],
where
Z :=
(
FY(β)[1](−1) FY(β)(1)
)
,
where we have abbreviated by writing β := (σn−1 · · ·σn−k+1σn−kσn−k+1 · · ·σn−1)−1. The
precise form of the middle maps is not particularly important for now.
Note that (σn−1 · · ·σn−k+1σn−kσn−k+1 · · ·σn−1)−1 ' (σn−k · · ·σn−2σn−1σn−2 · · ·σn−k)−1 as
braids. Graphically this is
' .
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Observe:
β ' σ−1n−k · · ·σ−1n−2σ−1n−1σ−1n−2 · · ·σ−1n−k ⇒ HomZ×ZKb(SBimn)(1n, (C unionsq 11)⊗ F (β)) ' 0
⇒ HomZ×ZY(SBimn)(1n, (C unionsq 11)⊗ FY(β)) ' 0
⇒ HomZ×ZY(SBimn)(1n, (C unionsq 11)⊗ Z) ' 0
The first implication holds by Lemma 6.2. The second holds since the second line represents
a y-ification of the contractible complex from the first line (compare with Remark 3.2), to-
gether with Lemma 2.19. The third implication holds since the third line can be expressed as
a mapping cone constructed from two copies of the second line. The equivalence (6.1) follows
from this together with the distinguished triangle (6.2). Iterating this gives the Lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 6.1. Since FTn = L2L3 · · · Ln, the fact that
HomZ×ZY(SBimn)(FTn,1) ' Hom
Z×Z
Y(SBimn)(1,FT
−1
n ) ' EndZ×ZY(SBimn)(1) = Q[x,y]
follows from repeated application of Lemma 6.3. Taking homology of these hom complexes
gives the first statement. To see that the splitting map Ψ is a generator of HomZ×ZY(SBimn)(1,FTn),
it suffices to show that Ψ is not null-homotopic. But this follows from the fact that Ψ becomes
a homotopy equivalence after inverting each yi − yj . 
6.2. The symmetric group action on HY(FTkn). Let β be a braid. Since the full twist is
central in the braid group, we have a homotopy equivalence τβ : FY(β)⊗FTn → FTn⊗FY(β).
The group of automorphisms of FY(β)⊗FTn in Y(Dn) is isomorphic toQ×, since FY(β)⊗FTn
is invertible. Thus the maps τβ are unique up to homotopy and unit scalar. For the moment
we will choose τβ arbitrarily, but we will see in a moment that canonicalness of the splitting
morphism Ψ : FTn → 1 will fix the scalar in a canonical way.
The morphisms which commute FY(β) past FTn can be composed, yielding homotopy
equivalences τβ,k : FY(β)⊗FT⊗kn → FT⊗kn ⊗FY(β) for all k. Then we have an automorphism
ϕβ of Hom
Z×Z×Z
Y(Dn) (1,FT
⊗k
n ) defined by
(6.3) ϕβ(f) = 1
'- β1β−1
Idβ f Idβ−1- β FTkn β
−1 τβ,k Idβ−1- FTkn ββ−1
'- FTkn
Remark 6.4. There are several abuses of notation which we have made above, and will continue
to make throughout this section. First, we are denoting FY(β) simply by β. Second, we are
omitting the symbol ⊗ for brevity. Finally, we are omitting all explicit occurrences of the
grading shifts (i, j)[k]. A more precise exposition would incorporate a coherent family of
isomorphisms C(i, j)[k] ∼= 1(i, j)[k]⊗ C ∼= C ⊗ 1(i, j)[k].
Theorem 6.5. The braiding morphisms τσ±i
can be chosen so that β 7→ ϕβ defines an action of
Brn on Hom
Z×Z×Z
Y(Dn) (1,FT
⊗k
n ) by degree preserving linear automorphisms. This action factors
through the natural quotient map pi : Brn → Sn. In fact, if Ψ : FT → 1 denotes the splitting
map, then post-composing with Ψ⊗k defines an Sn-equivariant injective map
HomZ×Z×ZY(Dn) (1,FT
⊗k
n ) ↪→ EndZ×Z×ZY(Dn) (1) = Q[x,y,θ].
Notation 6.6. In what follows, β ∈ Brn will be a fixed braid and w = pi(β) will be the
corresponding permutation.
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The proof of Theorem 6.5 will occupy the remainder of this section. We will adopt the
graphical notation for morphisms in a monoidal category. The identity morphism of β
(resp. β−1) in Y(Dn) will be denoted by a dashed upward (resp. downward) pointing line.
We will choose a homotopy equivalence 1→ ββ−1 with inverse equivalence ββ−1 → 1. These
will be denoted diagrammatically by
and ,
respectively. These satisfy relations of the form
= , = Id1 .
We denote similarly a chosen pair of inverse equivalences β−1β ↔ 1. These satisfy the same
relations as above, with the orientations reversed. We may choose these morphisms so that
the dashed lines the additional planar isotopy relations
= = ,
and similarly with the orientations reversed.
Polynomials g ∈ Q[x,y,θ] are thought of as endomorphisms of 1 ∈ Y(Dn), hence a string
diagram with polynomial floating in the empty regions yields a well-defined morphism in
Y(Dn). We may define a braid group action on Q[x,y,θ] by placing a polynomial g inside a
circle labeled by β.
Lemma 6.7. The braid group action on polynomials descends to the usual action of the
symmetric group by permuting variables:
g ' w(g)
for all g ∈ Q[x,y,θ].
Proof. Use the fact that Idβ ⊗g ' w(g)⊗ Idβ and dashed circles evaluate to 1. 
The identity morphism of FTn will be denoted by a solid, unoriented line. The braiding
morphisms τβ, τβ−1 , τ
−1
β , and τ
−1
β−1 will be denoted by
, , , .
Up to redefining τβ−1 , we may assume that
(6.4) ' , ' .
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These braiding morphisms and their inverses satisfy graphical relations:
' ' ,
and similarly with the orientation on the dashed line reversed.
In this graphical notation, a morphism f ∈ HomZ×Z×ZY(Dn) (1,FTn) will be denoted by a
labelled univalent vertex:
f
∈ HomZ×Z×ZY(Dn) (1,FTn)
Recall the automorphism ϕβ of Hom
Z×Z×Z
Y(Dn) (1,FTn) defined in (6.3), for k = 1. Graphically,
we have
ϕβ(f) =
f
.
Remark 6.8. Strictly speaking, to make sense of the horizontal dashed line meeting the vertical
solid line, one must perturb so that the dashed line is not horizontal at the crossing. There
are two ways of doing this, but they are homotopic by (6.4):
f
'
f
.
We state the following for k = 1 for simplicity, though its statement and proof extend
immediately to a more general situation (for instance FT⊗kn ).
Lemma 6.9. The map ϕβ is an automorphism of Hom
Z×Z×Z
Y(Dn) (1,FTn), with inverse ϕβ−1.
Furthermore, for each f ∈ HomZ×Z×ZY(Dn) (1,FTn), the following square commutes up to homo-
topy:
β FTn
τβ- FTn β
β
Idβ f
6
= - β
ϕβ(f) Idβ
6
,
f
'
f
.
Proof. The following shows that ϕβ−1(ϕβ(f)) ' f :
f ' f ' f '
f
.
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A similar argument shows that ϕβ(ϕβ−1(f)) ' f . The second statement follows from
(6.5)
f ' f
followed by an isotopy. 
Proof of Theorem 6.5. Let Ψ : FTn → 1 denote the splitting morphism. The space of maps
FTn → 1 modulo homotopy is one dimensional generated by Ψ by Proposition 6.1, hence any
automorphism of HomZ×Z×ZY(Dn) (FTn,1) sends Ψ to a unit multiple of itself. It follows that, for
each braid β ∈ Brn there is a scalar 0 6= cβ ∈ Q such that
Ψ ' cβ Ψ
By replacing τβ : β FTn → FTn β by cβτβ if necessary, we may assume that cβ = 1 for all β.
An argument similar to (6.5) shows that
(6.6)
Ψ
'
Ψ
'
Ψ
.
The braid group action on HomZ×Z×ZY(Dn) (1,FT
⊗k
n ) is defined by
f
· · ·
7→ β
f
· · ·
=: ϕβ(f)
for all β ∈ Brn and all f ∈ HomZ×Z×ZY(Dn) (1,FT⊗kn ). Now we can compute
Ψ⊗k ◦ϕβ(f) =
f
Ψ Ψ Ψ· · ·
'
f
Ψ Ψ Ψ· · ·
' w(Ψ⊗k ◦f).
In the second equivalence we used (6.6), and in the last equivalence we used Lemma 6.7.
This proves that Ψ ◦ ϕβ(f) ' w(Ψ ◦ f). Since post-composing with Ψ defines an injective
map HY(FTn)→ Q[x,y,θ], we have ϕβ(f) ' ϕβ′(f) whenever β and b′ are associated to the
same permutation. This completes the proof. 
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6.3. The full twist ideal. In [EH] Elias and Hogancamp computed HKR(FTn) (as triply
graded vector spaces), later in [Hogb] Hogancamp generalized this computation to HKR(FT
k
n )
for all n, k > 0. In particular, one gets the following.
Theorem 6.10 ([Hogb]). The Khovanov-Rozansky homology HKR(FT
k
n ) is concentrated in
even homological degrees for all n, k > 0.
Still, the structure of HKR(FT
k
n) as a module over Q[x,θ] as well as the description of
multiplication maps HKR(FT
k
n) ⊗Q HKR(FTln) → HKR(FTk+ln ) remained unknown. The
results of Section 5 immediately show the relevance of y-ified homology in understanding
these problems. We summarize this below.
Proposition 6.11. The following are true:
(1) The link splitting map is injective in homology, hence identifies HY(FTkn) with Ideal(FT
k
n) ⊂
Q[x,y,θ].
(2) The y-ified homology HY(FTkn) is free as Q[y]-module, and
HKR(FT
k
n) ' HY(FTkn)/(y1, . . . , yn) HY(FTkn).
(3) The multiplication maps fit into a commutative diagram of the form
HY(FT⊗kn )⊗Q HY(FT⊗ln ) - Ideal(FTkn)⊗Q Ideal(FTln)
HY(FT⊗k+ln )
?
- Ideal(FTk+ln )
?
Proof. The claims (1) and (2) follow from Theorem 4.21. For (3) we note that the link splitting
map FTk+ln → 1 is the tensor product, over 1 ∈ Y(Dn), of the link splitting maps FTkn → 1
and FTln → 1. Taking the tensor product of a class f ∈ HomZ×Z×ZY(Dn) (1,FTkn) and a class
g ∈ HomZ×Z×ZY(Dn) (1,FTln) and post-composing with the splitting map FTk+ln → 1 naturally
yields the product of Ψ⊗k ◦ f and Ψ⊗l ◦ g in Q[x,y,θ]. This proves (3). 
Motivated by the work of Haiman [Hai01], we introduce another family of ideals.
Definition 6.12. Let Jn ⊂ Q[x,y] and Jn ⊂ Q[x,y,θ] denote the ideals generated by the
alternating (i.e. anti-symmetric) polynomials with respect to the diagonal action of Sn.
Note that Jn is the a-degree zero component of Jn.
Theorem 6.13 ([Hai01]). (a) For all k > 0 the ideal Jkn is free as a Q[y1, . . . , yn]-module.
(b) For all k > 0 one has
Jkn =
⋂
i 6=j
(xi − xj , yi − yj)k.
In fact, Haiman showed that (a) implies (b), and the really hard part is the proof of (a).
The proof of the implication (a)⇒ (b) (see [Hai99, Proposition 6.1]) uses the following result
from commutative algebra, which we will need.
Lemma 6.14. Let M be a free module over C[y], and letM denote the corresponding coherent
sheaf on Cn. Let Z = {y1 = . . . = yn} and U = Cn r Z. Then for n ≥ 3 one has
M = H0(Cn,M) = H0(U,M).
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Proof. Since M is free, the sequence y1 − y2, . . . , y1 − yn is regular for M . Therefore (see
e. g. [Hun07, Theorem 5.8]) the local cohomology H iZ(M) vanish for i < n− 1. Since n ≥ 3,
we have H0Z(M) = H1Z(M) = 0. Now the long exact sequence
0 = H0Z(M)→ H0(Cn,M)→ H0(U,M)→ H1Z(M) = 0
implies the desired isomorphism. 
Corollary 6.15. In the assumptions of the lemma, suppose that M ⊂ N for some module N
and the restrictions of the corresponding sheaves to U coincide: M|U = N|U . Then M = N
and, in particular, N is free.
Proof. We have N ⊂ H0(U,N ) = H0(U,M) = M . Since M ⊂ N , we have M = N . 
We are ready to prove the following result, motivated by some of the conjectures in [GNR].
Theorem 6.16. For all k, n > 0 one has
HY(FTkn)
∼= Ideal(FTkn) ∼=
⋂
i 6=j
(xi − xj , yi − yj , θi − θj)k ⊂ Q[x,y,θ].
Proof. Without loss of generality we can change the field of definition from Q to C. The iso-
morphism HY(FTkn)
∼= Ideal(FTkn) holds by Proposition 6.11. We can write FTn =
∏
i<j Aij ,
where the ordering of the factors is
FTn = (A12)(A13A23) · · · (A1,n · · ·A2,n).
By Proposition 5.5 we have an inclusion:
(6.7) Ideal(FTkn) ⊂
⋂
i 6=j
(xi − xj , yi − yj , θi − θj)k.
It is sufficient to prove that this inclusion is an isomorphism after localization at every point
y = (ν1, . . . , νn) ∈ Cn. We prove this by induction in n. For n = 1 it is obvious, for n = 2 it
follows from Proposition 5.3.
Suppose that n ≥ 3. For all νi distinct the inclusion (6.7) is an isomorphism by Corollary
4.4. For arbitrary, ν, let {1, . . . , n} = Π1 unionsqΠ2 unionsq . . .unionsqΠr be the set partition such that νi = νj
if and only if i, j are in the same block Πa.
Let Ψ : FTn → 1 be the splitting map. In the course of proving Theorem 6.5, we showed
that conjugation by any braid FY(β) fixes Ψ up to homotopy. Since conjugation also permutes
the labels on the components, we may as well assume that
ν1 = · · · = νn1 , νn1+1 = · · · = νn1+n2 , · · · νn1+···+nr−1+1 = · · · = νn1+···+nr
for some integers n1, . . . , nr with
∑
a na = n. Then by changing crossings between the com-
ponents in different blocks, we can factor the map Ψ⊗k as
CY(FTkn)→ CY(FTkn1)⊗Q · · · ⊗Q CY(FTknr)→ Q[x,y,θ]
The first arrow is an equivalence after localization at all yi− yj for i and j in different blocks.
Therefore at such ν one has
HY(FTkn,Cν)
∼=
⊗
a
HY(FTkna ,Cν).
A similar factorization holds for the right hand side of (6.7), so we conclude that (6.7) is an
isomorphism for all ν outside of the “diagonal” Z = {ν1 = . . . = νn}.
Finally, by Theorem 6.10 and Theorem 4.20 HY(FTkn,C) is a free C[y]-module. By Corol-
lary 6.15 the inclusion (6.7) is an isomorphism. 
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Corollary 6.17. One has HY0(FTkn)
∼= Jkn and H0KR(FTkn) ∼= Jkn/yJkn .
Proof. The odd variables θi have a-degree 1, so in a-degree 0 we just have xi, yi and
HY0(FTkn)
∼=
⋂
i 6=j
(xi − xj , yi − yj).
By Theorem 6.13 this ideal is isomorphic to Jkn and free as Q[y]-module. Therefore
H0KR(FT
k
n) = HY(FT
k
n)/y HY(FT
k
n)
∼= Jkn/yJkn .

Remark 6.18. In §7.2 below we show that HY(FTkn) ∼= J kn , hence HKR(FTkn) ∼= J kn /(y)J kn .
7. Hilbert scheme of points
In this section we collect several facts on the geometry of the Hilbert scheme of points,
mostly due to Haiman [Hai01; Hai02]. We extend some of Haiman’s work to give a description
of J kn ⊂ Q[x,y,θ] and relate to the homology of full twists.
7.1. Geometry. The Hilbert scheme of n points onC2 is defined as the moduli space of ideals
I ⊂ C[x, y] such that dimC[x, y]/I = n. It is a smooth quasiprojective complex algebraic
variety of dimension 2n. There is a natural Hilbert-Chow map Hilbn(C2)→ Symn(C2) which
sends an ideal to its support.
The isospectral Hilbert scheme Xn is defined as the reduced fibered product:
Xn (C
2)n
Hilbn(C2) Symn(C2).
Both Hilbn(C2) and Xn can be explicitly described as blowups of certain ideals. As above,
let ACn ⊂ C[x,y] denote the space of antisymmetric polynomials with respect to the diagonal
action of Sn, and let J
C
n be the ideal generated by A
C
n . Then the following holds:
(7.1) Hilbn(C2) = Proj
( ∞⊕
k=0
(ACn )
k
)
, Xn = Proj
( ∞⊕
k=0
(JCn )
k
)
.
As a consequence, both Xn and Hilb
n(C2) carry the natural line bundle O(1) and
H0(Hilbn(C2),O(k)) = (ACn )k, H0(Xn,O(k)) = (JCn )k.
More generally, both Xn and Hilb
n(C2) carry the tautological vector bundle T with fiber
C[x, y]/I. One can prove that O(1) = det(T ). The following result is a key theorem of
[Hai02]:
Theorem 7.1. For all l > 0 one has
H i(Xn, T
l) = 0 for i > 0, H0(Xn, T
l) = R(n, l),
where R(n, l) is the polygraph ring defined in §7.2.
Corollary 7.2. For all l,m > 0 one has
H i(Xn,∧l(T )⊗O(m)) = 0 for i > 0, H0(Xn,∧l(T )⊗O(m)) = R(n, l +mn)ρ,
where ρ is the sign representation of Sl × (Sn)m on R(n, l +mn).
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7.2. Polygraphs. The polygraph ring R(n, l) is defined as follows. Consider an (n+ l)-tuple
of points on C2:
P1 = (x1, y1), . . . , Pn = (xn, yn), Q1 = (a1, b1), . . . , Ql = (al, bl).
We define the polygraph Z(n, l) ⊂ C2n+2l by the equation
Z(n, l) = {(P1, . . . , Pn, Q1, . . . Ql) : Qi ∈ {P1, . . . , Pn} for all i}.
Observe that Z(n, l) is a union of nl subspaces parametrized by the functions f : {1, . . . , l} →
{1, . . . , n}:
Z(n, l) =
⋃
f
Wf , Wf = {Qi = Pf(i) for all i}.
Each Wf has dimension 2n and coordinates x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn. Let I(n, l) be the defining
ideal of Z(n, l). The polygraph ring is defined as a ring of functions on Z(n, l):
R(n, l) = C[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn, a1, . . . , al, b1, . . . , bl]/I(n, l).
Example 7.3. For l = 1 we get
I(n, 1) =
n⋂
i=1
(xi − a1, yi − b1) ⊂ C[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn, a1, b1].
By Proposition 5.7 one has
I(n, 1) ∼= HY(Ln+1,C),
where Ln+1 is the Jucys-Murphy braid and we identify xn+1 = a1, yn+1 = b1.
Theorem 7.4. ([Hai01]) The ring R(n, l) is a free C[y]-module for all n and l.
Given a function g ∈ R(n, l), one can restrict it to each subspace Wf ∼= (C2)n and obtain
a collection of functions in C[x,y]:
(7.2) R(n, l)→
⊕
f
C[x,y], g 7→ (g|Wf ).
By construction, this map is injective.
As above, let JCn = Jn⊗QC denote the ideal in C[x,y,θ] generated by the antisymmetric
polynomials.
Lemma 7.5. The ideal JCn is generated as a C[x,y]-module by polynomials of the form
(7.3) Alt (g(xk+1, . . . , xn, yk+1, . . . , yn)θ1 . . . θk)
for all k and all antisymmetric polynomials g(x1, . . . , xn−k, y1, . . . , yn−k) ⊂ An−k.
Proof. MH: come back For each subset S ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, let θS = θi1 · · · θik where S = {i1 <
· · · < ik}. The antisymmetric component of C[x,y,θ] is spanned by the antisymmetrizations
of monomials. In fact we restrict to monomials of the form m(x,y)θ1 · · · θk. We can first
antisymmetrize separately in variables from S = {1, . . . , k} and from its complement Sc. The
result is a polynomial of the form ghθS , where g is an antisymmetric element of C[xi, yi]i 6∈S
and h is a symmetric element of C[xi, yi]i∈S . One can check that the space of such polynomials
is also spanned by the polynomials of the form gh′θS , where now h′ ∈ C[x,y]Sn is symmetric
in all variables. Now we antisymmetrize with respect to the whole group Sn and obtain
Alt(m(x,y)θS) = Alt(gh
′θS) = h′Alt(gθS) =
±h′Alt(g(xk+1, . . . , xn, yk+1, . . . , yn)θ1 · · · θk).
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This shows that the space of antisymmetric functions in C[x,y,θ] is generated over C[x,y]
by (7.3).
Finally, one can check that C[x,y]–submodule generated by (7.3) is stable with respect to
the multiplication by θi. Indeed, let G be an antisymmetric polynomial of the form (7.3). We
can write
G =
∑
a,b
xai y
b
i ga,b + θig
′,
where ga,b and g
′ do not depend on xi, yi or θi. Then
θiG = θi
∑
a,b
xai y
b
i ga,b =
∑
a,b
xai y
b
i Alt(θiga,b).
Indeed, for j 6= i the right hand side has a summand
θj
∑
a,b
xai y
b
i · sij(ga,b) = θjsij
∑
a,b
xajy
b
jga,b
 =
θjsij [G(xi = xj , yi = yj , θi = θj)] = 0,
where sij = (i j). 
Lemma 7.6. Let ρ = sgn · · · sgn denote the sign representation of Sl × (Sn)k. Then
n⊕
l=0
R(n, l + kn)ρ ∼= JCn · (JCn )k.
Proof. Let us fix some l. Let a = (a1, . . . , al+kn), b = (b1, . . . , bl+kn) are sets of formal
variables. The left hand side is the C[x,y]-submodule of R(n, l+ kn) ∼= C[x,y,a,b]/I(n, l+
kn) generated by the products of antisymmetric functions
G = g1(a1, . . . , al, b1, . . . , bl) ·
k−1∏
j=0
gj(al+jn+1, . . . , al+(j+1)n, bl+jn+1, . . . , bl+(j+1)n).
Let us describe the restriction of G to the subset Wf . If f(i) = f(j) for some 1 ≤ i < j ≤ l
then the restriction vanishes. Similarly, the values f(l+ jn+ 1), . . . , f(l+ j(n+ 1)) should be
all distinct for each 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1. If f([1, l]) = S, we get
G|Wf = ±g1(S) ·
k−1∏
j=0
gj(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn).
By Lemma 7.5 this collection of restrictions can be compared to the generator of J · (Jn)k of
the form
Alt(g1(S)θS) ·
k−1∏
j=0
gj(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn).

Proposition 7.7. For all k > 0 one has
JCn · (JCn )k−1 =
⋂
i 6=j
(xi − xj , yi − yj , θi − θj)k.
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Proof. Let g ∈ C[x,y,θ] be an antisymmetric polynomial. Let us prove that g ∈ (xi−xj , yi−
yj , θi − θj) for all i and j. The terms with θiθj are divisible by θi − θj . The remaining terms
have the form
hθi − (i j)hθj = h(θi − θj) + (h− (i j)h)θj .
Therefore
Jn ⊂ (xi − xj , yi − yj , θi − θj)
for all i and j, and
JCn · (JCn )k−1 ⊂ (xi − xj , yi − yj , θi − θj)k.
By Lemma 7.6 and Theorem 7.4 the left hand side is a free C[y]-module. Similarly to the
proof of Theorem 6.16 (see also [Hai99, Proposition 6.1]) we check by induction that the
ideals coincide outside {y1 = . . . = yn} and by Corollary 6.15 they coincide on the diagonal
as well. 
Note that setting k = 1 in the above and changing C to Q yields Jn =
⋂
i 6=j(xi − xj , yi −
yj , θi−θj). Thus J kn ⊂
⋂
i 6=j(xi−xj , yi−yj , θi−θj)k. We also have the opposite containment
by the above lemma:
⋂
i 6=j(xi − xj , yi − yj , θi − θj)k = Jn · (Jn)k−1 ⊂ J kn . Thus we have the
following.
Corollary 7.8. We have J kn = JnJk−1n =
⋂
i 6=j(xi − xj , yi − yj , θi − θj)k ⊂ Q[x,y,θ] for all
n, k ≥ 0. 
Combining this with the computation from Theorem 6.16 now gives us one of our main
results.
Corollary 7.9. For all k ≥ 0 one has HY(FTkn) ∼= J kn . 
Corollary 7.10. The y-ified homology of FTkn (with complex coefficients) is isomorphic to
the space of global sections of the vector bundle Λ(T ∗)⊗O(k) on the isospectral Hilbert scheme
Xn, where Λ =
⊕
i Λ
i denotes the exterior algebra.
Proof. First observe that Λi(T ∗)⊗O(k) = ∧n−i(T )⊗O(k − 1), so
H0(Xn,Λ(T
∗)⊗O(k)) ' H0(Xn,Λ(T )⊗O(k − 1)).
By Corollary 7.2 and Lemma 7.6 this is isomorphic to
R(n, l + (k − 1)n)ρ ∼= JCn · (JCn )k−1.
By Corollary 7.8 this is isomorphic to HY(FTkn,C). 
7.3. Combinatorics. In this appendix we use the combinatorics of Macdonald polynomials
to compute the triply graded character of the powers of the full twist. Since we do not expect
a reader to be familiar with this subject and feel that it is quite tangential to the subject of
this paper, we keep the exposition brief and refer the reader to [Hai02; GN15; GNR; Wil] for
definitions and more details.
Let Λq,t denote the ring of symmetric functions with coefficients in Q(q, t). Let H˜λ ∈ Λq,t
denote the modified Macdonald polynomial corresponding to the Young diagram λ [Hai02],
and let ∇ denote the Bergeron-Garsia operator such that
∇H˜λ =
∏
∈λ
H˜λ.
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Let ev : Λq,t → Q(q, t)[a] denote the algebra homomorphism sending the elementary sym-
metric functions en to 1 + a for all a. Alternatively,
ev(f) =
∑
i
(f, hken−k)ak,
where hk is the complete homogeneous symmetric function and ( , ) is the Hall inner product.
In terms of plethystic notation, ev(f) = ω(f)[1 − a]|a→−a where ω is the classical involution
sending en ↔ hn and pn 7→ (−1)n−1pn.
Theorem 7.11. The Poincare´ series of HY(FTkn) equals ev(∇kpn1 ).
Proof. By Corollary 7.10 we get
HY(FTkn,C)
∼= H0(Xn,Λ(T ∗)⊗O(k)),
where Xn is the isospectral Hilbert scheme and T is the tautological bundle. By [Hai02], the
higher homology H i(Xn,Λ(T
∗)⊗O(k)) (i > 0) vanishes, so the Poincare´ series of HY(FTkn)
equals the Euler characteristic
P(HY(FTkn)) = χ(Xn,Λ(T ∗)⊗O(k)) = χ(Hilbn(C2), pi∗(Λ(T ∗)⊗O(k))).
The pushforward of the structure sheaf of Xn to the Hilbert scheme is the celebrated Procesi
bundle P . By projection formula, we get
P(HY(FTkn)) = χ(Hilbn(C2), P ⊗ Λ(T ∗)⊗O(k)).
One can identify the equivariant K-theory of Hilbn(C2) with the space of symmetric functions
of degree n. The Procesi bundle P corresponds to pn1 , and the operator of multiplication by
O(1) corresponds to ∇, so P ⊗O(k) corresponds to ∇k(pn1 ).
Finally, the functional F 7→ χ(Hilbn(C2),F ⊗ Λ(T ∗)) corresponds to f 7→ ev(f). See
e. g. [GN15]. 
Following [Hogb], we introduce a family of rational functions fv(q, t, a) labeled by sequences
v ∈ {0, . . . , k}n and satisfying the following recursion relations:
(7.4) f∅ = 1, f0,v = (t]{i:vi<k} + a)fv,
(7.5) fj,v = t
]{i:vi<j}fv,j−1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1,
(7.6) fk,v = fv,k−1 + qfv,k.
We refer to [Hogb] for more details on functions fv and their connections to link invariants.
Theorem 7.12. The following identity holds for all n, k ≥ 1:
fk,...,k = (1− t)n ev(∇kpn1 ).
For k = 1 this identity was conjectured in [EH, Conjecture 1.15] and [Wil, eq. (48)].
Proof. By [Hogb, Theorem 1.3] the trigraded Poincare´ series of HKR(FT
k
n) equals fk,...,k.
Since FTkn is y-flat, the Poincare´ polynomial of HY(FT
k
n) equals fk,...,k/(1− t)n. On the other
hand, by Theorem 7.11 it equals ev(∇kpn1 ). 
Wilson in [Wil, Conjecture 4.1] also conjectured an explicit combinatorial formula for ∇pn1 .
The above description of ev(∇pn1 ) recovers only the coefficients of hook Schur functions in
∇pn1 . To our knowledge, Wilson’s conjecture remains open.
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8. Symmetry properties
Definition 8.1. Let rev denote the automorphism of Z× Z× Z sending
i(1, 0, 0) + j(−2, 1, 0) + k(−1, 0, 1)↔ k(1, 0, 0) + j(−2, 1, 0) + i(−1, 0, 1).
If V is a triply graded vector space, we let Vrev be the triply graded vector space with
V
(i,j,k)
rev = V rev(i,j,k). Let τ : Q[x,y,θ] → Q[x,y,θ]rev be the algebra automorphism sending
xi ↔ yi and θi 7→ θi.
Conjecture 8.2. For each oriented link L ∈ R3 we have HY(L)→ HY(L)rev which exchanges
the actions of xc and yc and is equivariant with respect to the action of θc.
Example 8.3. By Proposition 5.7 and Theorem 6.16 the conjecture is true for Jucys-Murphy
braids and for the powers of the full twist.
This symmetry would be a categorical analogue of the Q ↔ −Q−1 symmetry in the
HOMFLY-PT polynomial. For reduced Khovanov-Rozansky homologies of knots this sym-
metry was conjectured by Gukov, Dunfield and Rasmussen in [DGR06]. For y-flat links with
several components we get the following result.
Proposition 8.4. Suppose that Conjecture 8.5 holds for a y-flat link L with r components.
Then
(1− q)rPL(q, t, a) = (1− t)rPL(t, q, a)
where PL is the Poincare´ polynomial of HKR(L).
Proof. Since the link is y-flat, the Poincare´ polynomial of HY(L) equals PL(q, t, a)/(1 − t)r,
and by Conjecture 8.2 we get
PL(q, t, a)/(1− t)r = PL(t, q, a)/(1− q)r.

Moreover, we expect that the symmetry can be seen on the level of complexes.
Conjecture 8.5. There exists a triangulated auto-equivalence of Y(SBimn) with the following
properties:
(1) τ(FY(β)) ' FY(β). That is τ fixes Rouquier complexes.
(2) τ(C(1)) ∼= τ(C)(−1)[1].
(3) τ(C[1]) ∼= τ(C)[1].
(4) τ(C⊗D) ∼= τ(C)⊗ τ(D).
(5) the action of τ on EndZ×Z×Z(1) agrees with the definition of τ in Definition 8.1.
The statements (1), (2), (3) are supposed hold for all C,D ∈ Y(SBimn). We also conjecture
that this autoequivalence extends to the derived version of SBimn, and behaves as follows with
respect to the Hochschild degree shift:
τ(C(−2, 1)) ∼= τ(C)(−2, 1).
We plan to investigate this symmetry and its connection to various Koszul dualities in
[AMRW] in a future work.
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Appendix A. Curved complexes and homotopy lemmas
Let C be an additive category, and let Z ∈ End(IdC) be an element in the center of the
category (natural endomorphism of the identity functor). That is, for each A ∈ C we have an
endomorphism ZA : A→ A, and ZC commute with all morphisms in C. A curved complex with
curvature Z is a pair (C,∆) with C ∈ C and ∆2 = ZC . A morphism of curved complexes is a
morphism in C which commutes with the differentials ∆. Two morphisms, f, g : (C,∆C) →
(D,∆D) are homotopic if there exists h ∈ HomC(C,D) such that f − g = ∆h+h∆. A curved
complex is contractible if its identity endomorphism is homotopic to zero.
The homotopy category of curved complexes with curvature Z ∈ End(IdC) will be denoted
by K(Fac(Z)). We let F : K(Fac(Z)) → C denote the functor which forgets the differential
∆.
Remark A.1. One may refine the above definitions to include extra data, such as gradings or
linearity with respect to the action of some ground ring. In particular, chain complexes and
matrix factorizations arise as special cases of curved complexes.
A.1. Mapping cones. If (A,∆A) is a curved complex, then we let A[1] denote the curved
complex which equals A with ∆A[1] = −∆A. Let (A,∆A) and (B,∆B) be curved complexes
in C with curvature Z. If f : A → B is a morphism of curved complexes, then the mapping
cone of f is the curved complex
Cone(f) =
(
A[1]⊕B,w,
[
−∆A 0
f ∆B
])
.
Lemma A.2. A morphism f : (A, dA)→ (B, dB) of curved complexes is a homotopy equiva-
lence if and only if Cone(f) is contractible.
Proof. Throughout we suppress any and all gradings if there are any. Assume that F(Cone(f)) =
A⊕B has an endomorphism of the form
H =
[−h g
m k
]
Any easy computation shows that[−dA 0
f dB
] [−h g
m k
]
+
[−h g
m k
] [−dA 0
f dB
]
=
[
dh+ hd+ gf −dg + gd
dm−md− (fh− kf) dk + kd+ fg
]
This equals the identity matrix if and only if
[d, g] = 0(A.1)
[d, h] = IdA−gf(A.2)
[d, k] = IdB −fg(A.3)
[d,m] = kf − fh(A.4)
The first three of these relations show that if Cone(f) is contractible, then f is a homotopy
equivalence. Suppose conversely that f is a homotopy equivalence. Let g ∈ Hom0(B,A),
h ∈ End−1(A), and k ∈ End−1(B) be such that
[d, g] = 0 IdB −fg = [d, k] IdA − gf = [d, h]
so that g and f are inverse equivalences. Set z := kf − fh ∈ Hom−1(A,B), and consider the
matrix
H ′ =
[−(h+ gz) g
kz k
]
=:
[−h′ g
m k
]
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An easy computation shows that H ′ is a null-homotopy for Cone(f). Indeed, note that z is a
cycle, since
[d, z] = [d, k]f − f [d, h] = (Id−fg)f − f(Id−gf) = 0
Thus the top left corner satisfies the relation [d, h+gz] = [d, h] = Id−gf . The only remaining
relation to check is (A.4). The bottom left corner satisfies
[d, kz] = [d, k]z = z − fgz
On the other hand,
kf − fh′ = kf − fh− fgz = z − fgz
This shows that [d,m] = kf − fh′, and completes the proof. 
A.2. Gaussian elimination. Gaussian elimination is traditionally stated as follows. Let A
be an additive category, and suppose we have a complex of objects in A of the form
· · · - Ak−1
[
α
β
]
- Ak ⊕B
[
γ δ
ε ζ
]
- Ak+1 ⊕B′
[
η θ
]
- Ak+2 - · · ·
where ζ : B → B′ is an isomorphism. Then this complex splits as a direct sum of
· · · - Ak−1 α - Ak γ−εζ
−1δ- Ak+1
η - Ak+2 - · · ·
plus the contractible complex
0 - B
ζ- B′ - 0.
Now we consider a generalization of this idea, suppressing all gradings for the time being.
Let C be an additive category and Z ∈ End(IdC) an element in the center. Let A,B ∈ C, and
suppose we have a curved complex (A⊕B,∆). We will write ∆ in terms of its components:
∆ =
[
∆AA ∆AB
∆BA ∆BB
]
, ∆2 =
[
ZA 0
0 ZB
]
.
Suppose there exists h ∈ End(B) such that
(A.5a) ∆BB ◦ h+ h ◦∆BB = IdB
(A.5b) h2 = 0.
Assume also that ∆2BB = 0. In other words, (B,∆BB) is a contractible complex in the usual
sense.
Remark A.3. Equation (A.5b) can always be arranged: if h′ satisfies (A.5a), and ∆2BB = 0,
then h := h′ ◦∆BB ◦ h′ satisfies (A.5a) and (A.5b).
Lemma A.4. Under the above assumptions, (A ⊕ B,∆) is isomorphic to the direct sum of
(A,∆AA −∆AB ◦ h ◦∆BA) and the contractible curved complex (B,∆BB + Z ◦ h).
Proof. Let Φ ∈ End(A⊕B) be defined by
Φ =
[
IdA −∆AB ◦ h
h ◦∆BA IdB
]
Then Φ is an isomorphism, with inverse
Φ−1 =
[
IdA ∆AB ◦ h
−h ◦∆BA IdB
]
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We leave it as an exercise to show that
Φ ◦∆ ◦ Φ−1 =
[
∆AA −∆AB ◦ h ◦∆BA 0
0 ∆BB + ∆BA ◦∆AB ◦ h
]
Now, since we assume that ∆2BB = 0 and ∆
2 = ZA⊕B it follows that ∆BA∆AB = Z, as
claimed. Finally, we remark that (B,∆BB + Z ◦ h) is contractible since
∆BB + Z ◦ h) ◦ h+ h ◦ (∆BB + Z ◦ h) = ∆BB ◦ h+ h ◦∆BB ◦ h+ Z ◦ h2 + h ◦ Z ◦ h = IdB
by (A.5a) and (A.5b), using the fact that Z is central. 
Example A.5. Consider the cone of the morphism (4.1), which is illustrated below:
C =

Bi[y] R[y](1)
R[y](−1) Bi[y]
−b⊗ 1
b∗ ⊗ (yi − yi+1)
b∗ ⊗ 1
−b⊗ (yi − yi+1)
Id⊗1− Id⊗(yi − yi+1)

We let B denote the direct sum of the terms in the Northwest and Southeast corners, and
we let A denote the direct sum of the terms in the Northeast and Southwest corners. Then
(B,∆BB) is the mapping cone on the identity morphism Bi[y] → Bi[y]. This complex is
contractible, with null-homotopy given by the identity morphisms in the opposite direction,
pictured below: 
Bi[y] R[y](1)
R[y](−1) Bi[y]
Id⊗1

Then C is isomorphic to a direct sum
C ∼=
 R[y](−1) R[y](1)bb∗ ⊗ 1
− Id⊗(yi − yi+1)
 ⊕
 Bi[y] Bi[y]Id⊗1
−b∗b⊗ (yi − yi+1)
 .
Observe that the second summand is contractible.
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